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IZVLEČEK: ANALIZA ADAPTACIJE: PRIMERJAVA KRATKIH ZGODB ALICE 
MUNRO IZ ZBIRKE UBEŽNICA (2004) IN FILMA PEDRA ALMODÓVARJA JULIETA 
(2016) 
Ta magistrska naloga se osredotoča na primerjavo med filmom Pedra Almodóvarja Julieta 
(2016) in tremi kratkimi zgodbami Alice Munro "Priložnost", "Tišina" in "Kmalu" iz zbirke 
Ubežnica, ki so Almodóvarju služile kot inspiracija za njegovo filmsko adaptacijo. Magistrska 
naloga je razdeljena na dva dela: v prvem delu se osredotočam na primerjavo med filmom in 
literaturo in primerjavo Munrojinega in Almodóvarjevega dela, zasebnega življenja (samo v 
povezavi z vplivom na njuno kariero), poleg tega pa iščem skupne točke njunega dela in 
pogostih tem, ki se jih v svojih delih lotevata. V drugem delu se osredotočam na spremembe v 
adaptaciji z ozirom na teme, ki jih odpirata obe deli, še posebej razmerja med mamo in hčerko, 
krivdo, seksualnostjo in religijo. Čeprav so omenjene teme obravnavane kot univerzalne, 
opozarjam na določene kulturne razlike med avtorjema in njunim umetniškim ozadjem, ki lahko 
vplivajo na samo predstavitev določene teme in dojemanje le-te kot univerzalne. Pri obravnavi 
tem, ki jih odpirajo filmska adaptacija in kratke zgodbe, upoštevam tudi filmske in literarne 
specifike in pri obravnavi posamezne tematike iščem razloge za morebitne spremembe v 
adaptaciji, ki so lahko kulturološke ali zgolj plod samega razmerja med filmom in literaturo. 
 
Ključne besede: adaptacija, kultura in adaptacija, film in literatura, Almodóvar, Munro 
 
ABSTRACT: COMPARISON OF ALICE MUNRO’S SHORT STORIES IN RUNAWAY 
(2004) AND PEDRO ALMODÓVAR’S MOVIE JULIETA (2016) 
This master’s thesis focuses on the comparison between Pedro Almodóvar’s movie Julieta 
(2016) and the three short stories from Alice Munro’s collection Runaway (“Chance,” 
“Silence,” and “Soon”) that served as an inspiration for Almodóvar’s adaptation. The thesis is 
divided into two parts: the first part focuses on the comparison between cinema and literature 
and the comparison between Munro and Almodóvar in terms of their work, personal life (just 
in the aspects of how it affected their work), what they have in common as authors and how 
they approach the common themes in their work. In the second part I discuss the changes in the 
adaptation from the thematic point of view, especially when it comes to the interpretation of 
mother-daughter relationship, guilt, sexuality and religion. Even though these themes are often 
considered universal, I point out some issues originating in the author’sculture and their artistic 
background that might occur if we present a particular theme as universal. Film and literary 
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specifities are also taken into consideration when discussing themes that the original stories and 
the film adaptation deal with. When discussing a theme, I look for reasons for possible changes 
in the adaptations that might originate from the author’s culture or the relationship between film 
and literature.  
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1. PART ONE (PRVI DEL) 
 
2. ADAPTATIONS AND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CINEMA AND 
LITERATURE 
In order to assess the complex relationship between cinema and literature, it is necessary to 
discuss the nature of an adaptation as a common phenomenon of the movie-making process in 
the 20th century. As Timothy Corrigan suggests, thirty percent of the movies that are made 
nowadays are based on novels and eighty percent of bestsellers were turned into movies 
(Corrigan 2). In many cases it goes the other way around, too. Sometimes movies or series such 
as A Game of Thrones, for example, base their content on less known books and end up spurring 
book sales after the audience sees the story on the screen. Corrigan’s notion places an adaptation 
as a modus operandi for various film directors who base their work on existing material from 
another art form. The directors’ decision to do so depends on numerous reasons, and these 
reasons go beyond purely commercial ones as is often the case with bestselling books made 
into a film. After an adaptation is made, there is always a place for a discussion and comparison 
between the two works among those who know the original source and the adapted version. As 
Soh-young Chung points out in his master’s thesis, most of the discussions do not move beyond 
the fidelity issue, namely, the mere obedience of the adaptation maker to the original source. 
This tendency suggests that the film director who adapts a particular literary work is expected 
to follow and respect the original by placing it on a sacred pedestal. On the other hand, an 
adaptation might open a whole new world of possible comparisons that transcend the 
established idea that a film adaptation should be a mere visual reflection of the written 
counterpart. Sometimes the connection with the adaptation is quite loose on the surface, such 
as is the case with the movie Ten Things I Hate About You (1999), directed by Gil Junger that 
portrays high school students’ love problems. This Hollywood romantic comedy-drama is 
based on The Taming of the Shrew, the William Shakespeare comedy from the 16th century. 
Although Junger’s adaptation is completely modernized not only in terms of the historical 
setting (it does not portray the 16th century’s atmosphere at all) but also in terms of language 
and behaviour that the characters adopt which reflect the contemporary period. Junger 
preserved the basic plot and kept the Shakespearean view on the complex and often conflicting 
human nature while avoiding the sexism that can be observed in The Taming of the Shrew. In 
spite of many differences, this adaptation was praised by the critics as well as the audience. It 
gives the viewers a chance to discuss the adaptation not just in terms of faithfulness (which 
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would be quite hard in this case) but also in terms of cultural and historical implications the two 
works carry.  
To further illustrate why a film adaptation does not have to be a mere reflection of the original 
work, we can start by exploring all kinds of existing adaptations. Dudley Andrew suggests three 
categories in which the adaptations can be placed, discussing not only the relationship between 
literature and cinema but also other arts. The first and most common is “borrowing.” “Here the 
artist employs, more or less extensively, the material, idea, or form of an earlier, generally 
successful text” (Andrew 30). He points out that in order to examine this mode of adaptation, 
we need to explore how the borrowed material is used in the adaptation not in the light of 
“fidelity” but in the light of “fertility.” In this case the original has a “general appeal” and often 
holds the status of a “myth” (30), which prompts the author of an adaptation to reproduce the 
effect it holds in the adaptation. This is often the case with the classics like Shakespeare, who 
still inspire many artists of different disciplines all around the globe. These adaptations borrow 
the ideas, themes and values found in the original, often modernizing them in order to bring 
them closer to the modern audience. William Shakespeare is a special phenomenon in this 
aspect as 420 feature-length movies and TV versions have been made on the basis of his plays, 
“making Shakespeare the most filmed author in any language” (Lynch).  
Some of these adaptations are very modernized. A good example of modernization is the Indian 
movie Issaq (2013), by Manish Tiwary, which tells a story about two mafias fighting over land 
and two opponents falling in love with each other. Just like in the case of Ten Things About You 
(1999), it is very different from the original, but it still tries to preserve the appeal of the 
conflicting aspects of the kind of love that seems impossible, and to transform it in order to 
attract the contemporary (mainly) Indian audience. Therefore, the jump that the adaptation takes 
is not only in time but also in culture. 
Andrew establishes the “intersecting” as the second category. Intersecting functions as an 
opposite approach towards adaptation and is also common in the world of cinema. The authors 
of the adaptations following this approach use the original text in such a way that they portray 
it without any intention of “assimilating” it in the adaptation (Andrew 30). Therefore, the film 
makers look to show something that interests them in the original work in a completely new, 
cinematic light while the original functions just as a “refraction.” These adaptations are the 
most free as they do not seek to follow anything in particular, but rather adjust what suits them 
best to their own needs. Andrew believes that the modern cinema is particularly interested in 
this sort of adaptation and gives several examples, one of the most famous among them being 
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Passolini’s The Gospel According to St. Matthew (1964) and his inspiration from the New 
Testament.  
The third category suggested by Andrew is the “fidelity”, already mentioned as a common 
option. In this case the director reproduces the text in such a way that the “skeleton of the 
original […] becomes the skeleton of a film” (32). This holds true for all basic elements of the 
text: from the “narrative structure” to the more subtle ones, such as style (Chung 18). To provide 
an illustration, the movies that were made after the Harry Potter series by J.K. Rowling, one of 
the best-selling series of all time, was released stay very loyal to the original work, although 
some critics and fans do not find the adaptations faithful enough (probably for the reasons 
inherent to the differences between the cinema and literature that I will briefly discuss later).  
Geoffrey Wagner also distinguishes between three similar categories ready to be explored by 
film-makers and the critics who assess their adaptations: “transposition,” “commentary” and 
“analogy.” He describes a transposition as a process of taking the novel “directly on the screen 
with a minimum of apparent interference,” which can be compared to what Andrew calls 
“fidelity.” The “commentary” functions as a changed version of the original, which can be a 
director’s personal and fully acknowledged choice or more subversively “altered in some 
respect,” which goes hand in hand with the “borrowing” established by Andrew. The third 
category, “analogy,” resembles the original to a smaller extent, sometimes making the 
adaptation visibly distinctive, fairly resembling the original work. This category corresponds 
with the Andrew’s category of “intersecting” (McFarlane citing Wagner 388). 
Brian McFarlane presents “fidelity” as the most commonly used approach and finds the 
“insistence on fidelity” unnecessary as it has resulted in “suppression of potentially more 
rewarding approaches to the phenomenon of adaptation” (387). He sees adaptation as an 
enrichment of a cultural offer, which is nowadays almost inevitable and believes that over-
attachment to the discussion of (in)fidelity “fails to take into serious account what may be 
transferred from novel to film as distinct from what will require more complex processes of 
adaptation” (387). Moreover, expecting an adaptation to be the same as the original would make 
an adaptation a mere copy of the original or a plagiarism, which is never the case with a 
correctly implied adaptation that is indeed a rewriting of a story, not to mention the 
impossibility of moving words directly to images.  
No matter in which category we place it and how we choose to look at the adaptation, it is 
always prone to the director’s subjective view on the original. Each era brings one art above the 
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other when it comes to popularity and it is undeniable that “in the same way that literature was 
the artistic expression that had a great repercussion in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
the cinema stands out today as the most unifying of the arts, one that unite the biggest number 
of stakeholders” (Gualda 201). The degree and scope of the (in)fidelity discussions can be 
attributed to the constant battle between the two arts in academic circles, praising just one of 
the two and disregarding their many similarities and common grounds, especially when it comes 
to the “politics of the aesthetic definitions” as Leland A. Poague discusses in his article 
“Literature vs. Cinema: The Politics of Aesthetic Definition.” He suggests that the literary and 
film people should focus on accepting the coexistence and, more important, co-dependency of 
the two arts. For this reason, those who come from a literary background should 
welcome film into their course of study […] it has reached the point in history when it is extremely 
difficult to deal with the development of modern literature, particularly the modern novel, without 
reference to and knowledge of film and the effect film has had on notions of narrative. (Poague 90) 
However, there are some critics who still do not seem to find any common ground between “the 
visual and literary work” (Gualda 214) and are convinced that the two cannot reconcile. Gualda 
adds that the one who makes an adaptation always minimizes the effect of certain parts in order 
to give bigger importance to others that s/he finds more interesting for what s/he fells s/he needs 
to achieve in the adaptation. For instance, Almodóvar takes away Munro’s detailed portrayal 
of the relationship between Juliet and her mother in “Soon” in order to focus (almost 
exclusively) on the relationship she shares with her daughter Penelope (named Antía in the 
movie). 
In order to establish a stable common ground between the visual and the literary work, it is 
important not only to search for the common features but also stress their importance. Gualda 
does so in her article by discussing links that bind literature and cinema and uses Espírito 
Santo’s idea of the shared notion of a story: “a complex message presenting a series of 
situations, events and actions set in a unit history” (Gualda 205). Both in literature and cinema 
we follow a set of sequences. As Gualda, citing Claude Bremond, points out, “in the chain from 
end to end of these contrary phases only get a start of order when instead of being succeed in a 
contingency that does not mean anything, not even his own absurdity, they require and are 
explained one by another” (Gualda 205). Bordwell sees the narrative as a “contingent universal 
of human experience” which cannot only be found in art but also in science. Therefore, he does 
not find it surprising that narratives are in the centre of attention in other studies, such as 
anthropology, psychology, even law and sociology and political science (Bordwell 2). Stories 
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are used on a daily basis by people who have nothing to do with literature per se. For instance, 
when engineers have to explain certain procedures, they often resort to stories so as to bring the 
content closer to an audience that might not be familiar with the terminology. If a computer 
engineer starts explaining the process of developing and designing computer hardware to 
someone who does not know anything or very little about informatics without simplifying the 
concepts and catching their attention, their explanation might be meaningless to their listener. 
When they make up a story and simplify the concepts, they have better chances of reaching 
their audience. 
Cinema and literature also interlace in terms of a “thematic organization,” which means that the 
“narrative sequence” is understandable to the one who reads literature and the one who watches 
a movie (Gualda 205). As Michel do Espírito Santo discusses, in both cases we come across a 
narrator who judges the events he talks about from his own perspective, be it positive or 
negative. The cinema has various options in the way we perceive these notions: explicitly or 
non-explicitly through a character or by other means, such as a tone of narration, for example. 
“It’s that tone that marks a kind of offshoot of the message that communicates on the one hand, 
a particular story, the other, a judgement on this story. By the tone, the narrator commits himself 
to the contents that he shows” (Espírito Santo in Gualda 206). This tone is essentially the feeling 
a viewer or a reader gets when reading a story or watching a movie, which does not necessarily 
correspond to the content itself. If, for instance, we watch a wedding in the movie and people 
who are portrayed seem very happy, we can still feel that something terrible is about to happen, 
which is often achieved through music. If a film director chooses depressing music in the 
background in such case, it makes us feel uncertain or even scared about the possibility of some 
terrible outcomes, which sets the tone of the narration. 
Another shared characteristic is the impression of reality. According to Gualda, this impression 
of reality is not a side effect, but rather a “carefully planned context of action,” based on an 
idea, which reveals certain ideologies and objectives (Gualda 207). The director can make use 
of any technical features of the camera, such as a close-up, in order to show another perspective 
of the real world or break with it and create a new meaning. The novel has some other 
possibilities that are responsible for the same effect. This idea of reality called “verisimilitude” 
is in literature noticeable through “cohesion,” “coherence,” “the position of the driver of the 
presentation,” “characters’ characterization” and many other elements that the author chooses 
in order to give the sense of a personal connection with the story as though it would have 
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happened to him/her or some familiar people, “in familiar surroundings and at the moment we 
live” (Gualda 208). 
However, there are some undeniable differences between film and literature. Probably the most 
obvious one is the difference between image and word as a form of expression of the two. “The 
film image is not like a word, more like a sentence or a series of sentences” (Gualda 211). The 
expression itself forms a special bond with what it aims to describe (in literature) or show (in 
cinema). As Gualda argues, images have the power to connect in a direct and more immediate 
way, while the words rarely have the power to do so. One of many examples why we could 
oppose this notion would be Mollyʼs striking modernist stream-of-consciousness monologue 
from James Joyce’s Ulysses: 
Im not an old shrivelled hag before my time living with him so cold never embracing me except sometimes 
when hes asleep the wrong end of me not knowing I suppose who he has any man thatd kiss a womans 
bottom Id throw my hat at him after that hed kiss anything unnatural where we havent I atom of any kind 
of expression in us all of us the same 2 lumps of lard before ever Id do that to a man pfooh the dirty brutes 
the mere thought is enough I kiss the feet of you senorita theres some sense in that didnt he kiss our 
halldoor yes he did what a madman nobody understands his cracked ideas […]. (Joyce 727) 
 
The reader enters Molly’s mind in the most direct and immediate way and is allowed to dig into 
her most secret (also sexual) thoughts in only a few lines. Nonetheless, such prose may function 
better in “small doses” as it’s very difficult to read such prose in large chunks (Novakovich 
113).  
Poetry is also known for its capability of reaching its audience in a matter of minutes as the 
most intimate and reflective genre. Despite this notion, a film does have a power to connect in 
a more direct and immediate way if we compare it with a longer literary work in terms of the 
time it takes to reach the audience. To illustrate, it takes an avid reader a long time to read the 
original Ulysses, but it only takes two hours and twelve minutes to view its adaptation Ulysses 
from 1967 by Joseph Strick.  
Movies’ images rarely stand alone (the only exception being the silent movies) as a film has 
other features (such as sound) which can deepen the understanding of the viewer. Although it 
seems that movies are in a better position when it comes to reaching the audience, they might 
encounter some problems when entering a more specific, ‘people’s inner world’. This can be 
questioned as well as it depends on many criteria, one of them being the actors who have the 
possibility to convey the understanding of the inner world of the character they embody through 
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body language, for example. When we read a dialogue in a book, we cannot know for sure how 
a character reacts; we depend only on the words uttered by the protagonists themselves in a 
first-person narration or by second and third-person narrators. These words might run counter 
to the facial expression or whole body language of a character in a particular moment.   
Another contrast, already suggested in the previous passage, is the contrast between sound and 
silence. As literature possesses words as the only tool, sound is used on many levels in the world 
of cinema (with the exception of silent movies). Therefore, we can encounter one if not all of 
the possible sounds in the movie: “speech”, “music” and “noise”. “In some situations, even any 
of them alone could tell a story” (Bao Bo 59). Hu Caixia also argues that a film has the power 
to imitate sounds that we encounter in real life, which might make the audiences connect more 
with the content and the experience the movie offers to them. The sound itself has the power to 
create all sorts of atmospheres, making the viewer guess what is about to happen or how the 
characters feel during a particular moment. There might not be any other clues that the character 
is going to die, but music in the background can make us guess that something terrible is about 
to happen. In contrast, a novel gives the reader more open interpretations as “different readers 
may have opposing interpretations of the verbal signs based on their personal and cultural 
background and, thus, form contrasting mental constructs of what is described in the novel, say, 
the appearance of a certain character” (Caixia 88). This is particularly true for suspense novels. 
For instance, authors such as Mary Higgins Clark, one of the best-known contemporary authors 
of suspense novels, might give her readers some hints earlier on who might be the murderer, 
but it is up to the reader to see and interpret particular actions or words of a character as hints. 
If s/he behaves very strangely early on for one reader, the other reader can interpret the 
character’s behaviour as perfectly normal, and if that happens, it means that the suspense novel 
is well written.  
There is also a great difference in the point of view. As Bo argues, “comparatively speaking, 
[…] film is much more impartial in view of the fact that it presents the plot mainly through a 
sequence of images. Therefore, people may have quite different experiences in reading a novel 
and seeing a film” (88). Caixia gives an example from the third chapter of Austen’s novel Pride 
and Prejudice (1856) and believes that it is hard to miss the characters’ and the author’s 
reactions toward Darcy if we take into account “her choice of words in her description 
(‘disgust,’ ‘proud,’ ‘disagreeable,’ ‘unworthy,’ etc.)”(88). In spite of this notion, “it is far from 
enough for audiences to grasp this through Darcy’s cold facial expression or even from the chat 
between Elizabeth and Charlotte” as presented by the film Pride and Prejudice (2005) by Joe 
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Wright (Caixia 89). However, the impartiality of a “film gaze” can be severely questioned, 
especially if we consider the notion of the “male gaze.” As Gina Miller explains in her article 
“The Consequences of the ‘Male Gaze’ and Sexual Objectification” this term is often used in 
feminist circles to describe “the role of a female for the sexual objectification of a male 
spectator” (Miller 1). As she argues, sexual objectification disregards a person’s personality, 
which is, of course, not the case in all movies, but still very present in the film industry. 
Moreover, the sequence and inclusion or exclusion of certain scenes (“images”) is biased to the 
core as in the end it is all about the directors’ own choice of how and what to include and we 
as spectators see a film through their binoculars. 
There is also a difference in the perception of time, but it is crucial to “introduce two concepts 
before discussing the time difference: one is fabula, which is ‘the raw material of the narrative,’ 
that is, the events or happenings of a narrative and the other is sjuzet, which is the representation 
of that action in a discourse” (Lodge in Hu Caixia 89), such as a novel discourse or a film 
discourse, etc. – in other words, the way we present events. For instance, we might encounter a 
particular action once in a fabula, but several times in the sjuzet. The novel gives the writer the 
possibility to describe the same actions over and over again by altering words, “characters’ 
voices on the different situations” or by putting them in other situations and can recreate the 
same action “by the means of flashback or replay.” However, Caixia claims that movies have 
more freedom in terms of extending “real time” or “accelerating tempo of events by using slow-
motion and the device of the cut respectively” (89) while novels have more freedom in terms 
of the time it takes for the reader to read them. In contrast, according to research done among 
American adults, as of August 2019 films have a preferred length which is 91–120 minutes 
(Watson 2019). This is the reason why the film makers who opt for adaptation need to 
“condense” or even “recreate” the plot. Therefore, an adaptation entails changes in terms of the 
content of events, their sequence and length.  
Until now the logical comparison between the cinema and literature was based on the 
comparison between full-length movies and novels, as they seem to go together in terms of 
structure and content. However, short stories can make great movies too, especially if we 
consider that a short story and a novel might have more in common regarding the subject 
matter’s treatment. According to John Beevers, some authors’ claims about short stories coming 
nowhere close to novels in terms of a story’s complexity can be problematic, between which 
the following are the most outstanding ones. 
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 “The novel tells a life; the short story tells a fragment of life” (Beevers 16). 
John Beevers sees this position as questionable. “To tell a whole life in few words implies a 
resort to a narrative summary […],” which is true both for novels as well as for short stories. 
Because of a novel’s length, we assume that we know the whole lives of characters, but that is 
actually never the case as we tend to forget that the author only reveals what s/he finds necessary 
to tell us, but leave out other aspects that s/he does not find crucial for our understanding of the 
characters. If an author, for instance, chooses an adult character as a protagonist, s/he might 
choose not to reveal to the readers anything or very little about his/her childhood as s/he can 
focus just on the present or fragments of recent past, which is the case in La Uruguaya (2016) 
by Pedro Mairal. In this novel, the protagonist Lucas describes his romantic relationship with a 
Uruguayan girl both from the past as well as from the present point of view, but we hardly learn 
anything about his life before he met this girl. Although flashbacks are rather common in 
novels, they are never complete; in other words we can never get a full perspective of them. 
Therefore, what we get are only fragments or narrative summaries in case when the events are 
mentioned or described but not portrayed in details (as in historical novels for example) Short 
stories on the other hand tend to build their narration on the basis of fragments, often even just 
one fragment, and can also include shorter narrative summaries. Therefore, this position is an 
oversimplification.  
 
 “The short story deals with one thing, the novel deals with many things” (Beevers 16). 
This notion is rather similar to the previous one. There is no doubt that because of a novel’s 
length, the author has the possibility to convey more to the reader in the sense of quantity of 
events, characters, themes, motives and other “cornerstones” of the story, but that does not 
necessarily mean that a short story only deals with one thing. In fact, this is rarely the case. We 
might say that Munro’s short story “Runaway” deals with a girl’s escape from her husband and 
her eventual return, but that would be a very general summary. In fact, this story hides many 
other notions, such as the irreversible effects of upbringing on an individual, women’s position 
in a patriarchal society, loss of individual persona, self-denial, psychological torture and fear, 







 “The novel is the whole text, the short story is not” (Beevers 17). 
Beevers says that Mary Louise Pratt, a Silver Professor and Professor of Spanish and 
Portuguese Languages and Literatures at New York University, “stops short of accepting the 
short story as a ‘complete narrative’” by providing the argument that short stories are not 
published autonomously, which “supports the view that they are fragments” (17). Yet it is very 
difficult to see this argument as plausible. The fact that a short story may not be published 
autonomously does not necessarily mean that it cannot function on its own. In fact, each of the 
stories in a collection can perfectly function on its own, it is just put in a larger perspective in a 
collection. To illustrate, it is hard to find arguments why any of the Munro’s stories in the 
Runaway collection would not be a complete narrative with its own voice. Although “Chance,” 
“Silence” and “Soon” do share most of the characters and are very connected on the whole in 
terms of content as I will discuss later, each of them has, when read separately, its own plot, 
setting(s), characters, point of view, themes, symbolism and conflict, all seven key elements of 
every narrative. Moreover, if the argument about autonomous publishing were valid, it would 
mean that the majority of poems would be incomplete and fragmentary as they are mostly 
published inside collections, just like short stories, which would be an utter absurdity as each 
poem can be read and interpreted on its own terms. 
Besides, characteristics of Munro’s short stories reveal another important figure of her writing 
which is her novelistic style (her most novelistic short story collection is probably The Lives of 
Girls and Women). The structure in much of Munro’s fiction (and increasingly in her later 
stories) is spatial rather than linear. As she has said, she sees the story not as a “road, taking me 
somewhere,” but more as a “house” for the reader to move around in and to stay in for a while. 
Later in my analysis I discuss how this can be seen in “Chance,” “Silence” and “Soon” – three 
stories with a shared protagonist that makes us feel like we can move around the lives and 
“houses” of the characters. These houses are not only about what happens to the characters but 
also their mental structures. In fact, what can be seen is often a façade to what is really going 
on in a character’s mind. To illustrate, when in “Soon” Juliet talks with her mother Sara about 
marriage, we enter the most intimate spaces of Juliet’s way of thinking. When she is thinking 
about her own relationship with unmarried partner Eric, her mother cannot enter; thus, Juliet 
does not want to share these thoughts and feelings with her. Therefore, we as readers are in a 
privileged position as we have a lot of secret information available and can judge the stories’ 
events based on the hidden messages we find inside of the “characters’ houses.” However, we 
are left with no concrete conclusions as Munro’s stories always leave open doors for the reader 
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to re-enter and discover or imagine what goes on inside these houses. Not only is this true in 
terms of multi-interpretation when it comes to different readers but also in terms of the same 
reader re-reading the story. In the way the stories in Runaway collection are written, Munro 
gives us a feeling that although the protagonists are not by any means the same, they all live in 
the same houses as no matter how contrasting lives they live, they something inevitably binds 
them together, such as hauntings from the past, social pressures and (in)capacity of dealing with 
the complexity of human emotions. As novelist Alan Hollinghurst describes them in a 2005 
Guardian interview,  
Munro’s stories have always felt exceptionally capacious; they have the scope of novels, though without 
any awkward sense of speeding up or boiling down. They are truly stories, and when they are linked, as 
Juliet’s stories are, they create not a simulacrum of a novel but a series of resonating episodes, still subject 
to the discipline and selectivity of the short-story form. It’s almost impossible to describe their unforced 
exactness, their unrushed economy. 
Munro achieves this feeling of completeness by not letting us forget about any of the characters 
in the collection. When we read “Tricks,” the penultimate story in Runaway, Munro takes us 
right back to the first story, “Runaway,” as we remember how the supposed coincidences (the 
goat’s escape in “Runaway” and seeing the other twin in “Tricks,” for example) can twist the 
lives of characters in such a way that they find no way back to where they used to be at the 
beginning, at least mentally.  
The adaptation analysis of Munro’s short stories “Chance,” “Silence” and “Soon” and 
Almodóvar’s movie Julieta requires an in-depth analysis of the two authors and their work as 
well as the Spanish and Canadian cultural settings. This background is crucial for both of them 
as their work consists of many autobiographical elements and they have both been highly 
influenced by the culture and the countries they come from. Munro has been viewed as a 
regional writer many times and Almodóvar has been viewed as the most recognized Spanish 
director. Even though they are seen as typical representors of their own culture, they have both 
gained international recognition and have been praised by critics and audiences worldwide. In 
this section I present both of them in terms of their personal life and career as well as in terms 
of their work and many themes that I mentioned earlier on that they share. Personal background 
and career are crucial for understanding the connection between the original and the adaptation 
as Almodóvar and Munro both use autobiographical elements from their early life in their 
stories and are inspired by the local settings. Most of Almodóvar’s movies are centred in 
Madrid, where he moved to when he was eighteen years old and where he has been living ever 
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since. They portray the city as well as its inhabitants, especially the ones who live at the border 
of the society (drag queens, trans genders, homosexuals, etc.). He also uses his own childhood 
and growing-up experience from the Spanish rural areas to contrast the liberal ideas that he 
inherited from the Spanish capital. Munro’s work is also inspired by big city life (that she never 
really liked, in contrast with Almodóvar) in Vancouver, but she is often viewed as a regional 
writer as she includes her own experience from growing up in a rural Ontario region and her 
relationship with her family in her stories.  
We could hardly find any similarities between Almodóvar and Munro at first glance, at least in 
terms of their aesthetics. Almodóvar’s cinematic world is full of vibrant colours, it is loud and 
dramatic, many times even exaggerated according to some critics. Munro’s world is quiet, has 
a deep insight and prefers the usual and the normal. Despite these differences, there are many 
connections between the two authors, not just in terms of their autobiographical elements 
(which I discuss in the following passage) but also in terms of their work, especially when it 
comes to their treatment of women and their feminist aspects, their detailed portrayals of 
mother-daughter relationship and the sense of guilt that prevails in many of their works. Before 
moving on to a longer adaptation analysis of Julieta and the three stories, I compare and draw 
a connection between these themes and the local setting that grows into a theme they both talk 
about so as to give a general overview which would be very useful to understand possible 
changes in the adaptation both from the point of view of the author’s influence as well as from 
the point of view of cultural influence.  
3. ALICE MUNRO’S AND PEDRO ALMODÓVAR’S EARLY LIFE 
Alice Munro (Laidlaw was her maiden name) was born in Winham, Ontario, in Canada on July 
10, 1931, as the eldest child of three. Her father was a fox farmer and, as Munro described him, 
a “wonderful fitter-inner,” while her mother was a former schoolteacher who loved to stand out 
in social terms (Thacker, Alice Munro: Writing her Lives 57). The history of their ancestors 
who immigrated to Canada from Scotland seeking better opportunities for life influenced her 
latter work as well as her parents’ beginnings; “her own presence growing up, her moving away, 
and continual imaginative returns there through her writing” (Thacker, “Alice Munro 
Biographical”). Before her brother and her sister were born a few years later, her mother 
dedicated all her attention to Alice. She strived to be different from other people in town in 
terms of social behaviour, which is why she did many things that her husband’s family who 
lived close to them did not do, such as drive a car, which was rather unusual back then. For that 
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reason, she was thought of as an independent woman. As she was not satisfied with life in 
Lower Wingham, inhabited mainly by lower-middle class and poor people, they moved to 
Wingham proper, where they were surrounded with people on a higher social scale. Although 
her mother always strived to become “someone,” which influenced her decision to become a 
schoolteacher, she did not fit into the new environment either. Munro began school in 1937 and 
she was faced with two perspectives: the mental simplicity of her hometown and the complexity 
of the school environment.  
Alice Munro has always been an avid reader and her behaviour was rather conspicuous for a 
young girl. “By the time she was eleven and had discovered Tennyson she had begun to write 
poetry, […] always making up stories in her mind” (Thacker, “Alice Munro Biographical”). 
When she was about to turn twelve, her mother started showing the progressing symptoms of 
Parkinson’s disease while her father’s fox farming business did not go as well as planned, which 
is why he started working night shifts in the local foundry. This period was rough for the whole 
family, especially young Munro, who chose to pursue her own scholarly ambitions and 
happiness by not letting these circumstances affect her happiness, at least not tremendously. 
However, she could not distance herself from her family’s precarious situation any longer when 
her mother’s condition became more serious, which is why she began taking over the role of 
her mother, not only as a housewife but also as a mother to her brother and sister. In that period 
she found her consolation in her “own imagination, taking walks and thinking her thoughts.” 
Although she had to grow up quickly due to her mother’s illness, her grades were not affected 
as she was a remarkably good student. “She had also looked into school teaching then and, had 
the scholarship not materialized, would probably have gone in that direction.” She studied 
journalism, shifted to Honors English and continued to be a good student. Her first story was 
published in Folio, the undergraduate literary magazine at The University of Western Ontario 
in London, Ontario. She focused on writing as well as pursuing her studies throughout her 
student years, but eventually realized that writing was starting to occupy more and more of her 
time. It was during her student years that she met James Munro, who came from a family that 
was much better off than Munro’s family. They fell in love and soon decided to marry, when 
Munro was just twenty years old. “For her twenty-first birthday the next July her husband gave 
her a typewriter as a gift. Together these two facts indicate Munro’s direction” (Thacker, “Alice 
Munro Biographical”). She had to drop out of the university as the scholarship was only good 
for two years and she could not afford to continue her studies. She moved with her husband to 
Vancouver and later to Vancouver Island where they opened a bookstore. While her husband 
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was working, Munro stayed home as a housewife, but read and wrote in her spare time. They 
had three daughters. One of them died the same day she was born due to malfunctioning 
kidneys. They eventually settled in West Vancouver, which she never really liked. 
Pedro Almodóvar Caballero was also raised in a rural area. He was born on September 25, 1949 
in Calzada de Calatrava, a small rural town in the autonomous community of Castilla La 
Mancha (less than two hundred kilometres south of Madrid) in Spain. He grew up with two 
sisters and one brother, who is a film producer and who he has been working with since he 
started his film career. His father “traded in oil and wine” while his mother wrote letters for 
illiterate neighbours (Tremlett). He was always close to his mother and developed a strong 
relationship with her (Almodóvar, “Pedro Almodóvar nos”). Almodóvar spent his childhood 
surrounded by women from the village and was fascinated by women’s world from an early 
age. Almodóvar grew up in a Catholic environment; he was sent to a religious boarding school 
in western Spain. The education he received there never really fit his liberal spirit and he 
portrayed the rigid church environment and its suppression of individuals who don’t fit in 
(especially homosexuals and transgenders) in Mala Educación (Bad Education) in which he 
also discusses the most painful and burning issue for the Catholic Church: sexual abuse by 
priests. “Almodóvar moved with his family to the city of Cáceres in western Spain” (Corydon 
Ireland, Alvin Powell, and Colleen Walsh). He fell under the spell of the movies to such an 
extent that he decided to move to Madrid in order to pursue his film-making career when he 
was seventeen years old. He attended the National School of Cinema in Madrid, but after 
Francisco Franco decided to close it in 1967, he chose to follow his own path and started 
learning by himself (Corydon Ireland, Alvin Powell, and Colleen Walsh). As he did not have 
enough financial resources to fuel his filming career, he worked at the Spanish phone company 
Telefónica for twelve years and had numerous other jobs to finance himself, including selling 
used items at “el Rastro,” a flea market in Madrid (Almodóvar, “Pedro Almodóvar’s 
Interview”). He invested the money that he earned in the movies that he was making in his free 
time and gradually started gaining recognition outside alternative circles that were part of La 
Movida movement, which I briefly discuss later. Almodóvar achieved international recognition 
with Mujeres al borde de un ataque de nervios (Women on the Verge of a Mental Breakdown) 
and has been very active in terms of production ever since.  
Although they grew up in different eras and cultures, Munro and Almodóvar share some 
characteristics of their early life that influenced their work. They both grew up in a traditional 
environment, especially if we compare it to the relatively big city environment they moved to. 
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This transition had a great impact on their work as well as the relationship they had with their 
family, especially their mothers. Although they developed interest in writing (Munro) and film-
making (Almodóvar) early on, they did not manage to pursue their studies in their areas as they 
are self-taught. Munro is often labelled as a ‘housewife writer’, a label that Almodóvar clearly 
does not find offensive as he characterized himself as a housewife, too (Kulyk Keefer 41). 
4. ALICE MUNRO’S AND PEDRO ALMODÓVAR’S CAREERS 
Alice Munro and Pedro Almodóvar share many common traits in terms of their career, too. First 
of all, they are each considered to be one of the best in two worlds that have a lot in common: 
cinema and literature. Munro has been recognized as one of the best short story writers of all 
time, a notion clearly recognized by the Nobel Prize, the most important literature award. She 
was the first Canadian woman to receive this prize. Although she has been highly praised since 
she began writing, the Nobel Prize gave her a wider recognition across the globe and placed her 
among the greatest writers of all times. Moreover, her winning elevated the appreciation of a 
short story not only among the Nobel Prize jury and other critics but also among audiences from 
all over the world. As a writer who mainly wrote short stories, her achievement is even more 
remarkable. Lives of Girls and Women (1971), however, is classified as a novel for the US 
market, but is labelled as a collection of linked stories elsewhere. In a 2015 interview for 
Meanjin, Munro explained that it is up to a reader to decide whether it is a novel or not and 
admitted that she is always trying to write a novel, a notion that is clearly visible in all her 
works, as I discuss earlier on:  
I don’t know if Lives is a novel or not. That is for you to decide. Certainly each section in the book is 
quite separate. Quite distinct. Yet the book is unified. The answer is yes. I’m always trying to write a 
novel. In fact, I’m working on one right now, but I have trouble making them long enough because I’m 
incapable of doing the in-between stuff. You know, the things that keep it moving along, but that aren’t 
important in themselves. If I finish this novel I’m working on, it will probably be too short. 
As Reingard M. Nischik points out, Munro’s Nobel Prize “internationally constitutes an 
important symbolic appreciation of the short story form, which has long stood in the shadow of 
the novel – not so, however, in Canada” (Nischik 8). She has received several other awards as 
well. Her first collection of short stories (Dance of the Happy Shades, 1968) won the most 
important Canadian prize for literature, the Governor General’s Award for Fiction, and she 
repeated the success in 1978 for Who Do You Think You Are? and in 1986 for The Progress of 
Love. Other highly-acclaimed awards followed: The Giller Prize (in 1998 for The Love of a 
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Good Woman in 2004 for Runaway), the Ontario Trillium Award three times (in 1990, 1999, 
and 2013), the Commonwealth Writers Prize twice (in 1991 und 2004), as well as the US 
National Book Critics Circle Award (in 1998 for The Love of a Good Woman), Man Booker 
International Prize for her life work (2009) (Nischik 10). At some point, literary critics found it 
very hard to find someone that could be potentially viewed as her competition, but Munro would 
not let fame get to her head (and she often made sure her books were not put forward for the 
Governor General’s Award or the Giller Prize). After receiving the Nobel Prize, the Nobel 
Lecture was “replaced by a pre-recorded video conversation with the Laureate: ‘Alice Munro: 
In Her Own Words’, shown at the Swedish Academy on 7 December 2013” (The Nobel Prize, 
“Alice Munro Nobel Lecture”) in which she mainly spoke about her continuous interest to keep 
writing and telling stories and avoided any self-praise. She has always kept her private life 
private (at least in terms of giving interviews) and stayed far away from public life most of the 
time throughout her career.  
Pedro Almodóvar can be placed on a similar level in the cinema world and he does not fall 
behind Munro as an author. He received the most sought-after cinematic prize, the Oscar, twice, 
first for the best foreign language film with Todo sobre mi madre (All About My Mother) in 
2000 and for the best original screenplay with the movie Hable con ella (Talk to Her) in 2003. 
Besides, he holds five British Academy Film Awards and four Cannes Film Festival Awards 
(IMDb). Just like Munro, he has never exposed his private life. Even if several of his movies 
include homosexual references, he refuses to be viewed as a gay director and has never 
discussed his sexual preferences with the journalists. However, in his latest, most 
autobiographical, movie Dolor y Gloria (Pain and Glory), he portrays his own experience of 
growing up and discovering homosexual tendencies.  
Munro and Almodóvar are both very active in their fields in terms of production. Munro has 
been present on the literary scene since 1968 and has published fourteen short story collections. 
Almodóvar, eighteen years younger than Munro, has produced twenty two films as a director 
and a screenplay writer. His film company El Deseo has produced other films, El Clan (The 
Clan), a biographical movie about the Puccio family from Buenos Aires whose members 
kidnapped and murdered people in the eighties, and Relatos Salvajes (Wild Tales), a black 




5.  WOMEN IN THE CENTRE OF THE UNIVERSE 
The first theme that undeniably connects Almodóvar and Munro are women who are put in the 
centre of their universe. Most of Munro’s protagonists in her short stories are women. As 
Jungyoon Chang suggests, her female protagonist is usually placed in patriarchal society (the 
degree of patriarchy varies and is not always presented at its worst) and has to fight or just live 
through some of the rules or unwritten norms of the relationship between the two genders. She 
often describes the woman as the one who tries to get rid of the social chains and her “struggle 
against myths about women” (Chang 28). Most of Munro’s male characters – often pushed to 
the background, but still given the power to impact women – “portray the prototypical father 
figure of patriarchal manhood” (28) as Chang, perhaps exaggerating, puts it. The father figure, 
however, is never evil in Munro’s stories, but rather a not very helpful partner to a woman. On 
a surface level, everything is perfect as the men have the ability to control the world, but as the 
narrator digs deeper into the society, the reality of “disorder and violence” uncovers, “thus 
running contrary to the neat world of the father.” Chang also proposes another notion typical 
for Munro’s work, which is “the heavy attention it pays to how girls acquire their gender 
identities.” Her stories are based on the “myth of home and family” (29). She describes 
traditional roles between males and females, often from the perspective of a girl who is growing 
up and still needs to position herself in the family and the society. It is during the childhood and 
teenagehood that a girl is already faced with gender identity issues. The myth of home and 
family is discussed in “Trespasses.” In this story we meet Lauren, a young protagonist who 
comes across a woman that might be her mother:  
Lauren was not surprised by this woman’s evident wish to be friends. She had been brought up to believe 
that children and adults could be on equal terms with each other, though she had noticed that many adults 
did not understand this and it was as well not to press the point. She saw that Delphine was a little nervous. 
That was shy she kept talking without a break, and laughing at odd moments, and why she resorted to the 
manoeuvre of reaching into the drawer and pulling out a chocolate bar. (Runaway 209) 
 
Her own myth of home and family is severely shaken up when she starts to question her identity 
and her parents’ honesty. In “Boys and Girls” Munro discusses how the society pressures 
female children to behave a certain way in order to become housewives and mothers by clearly 
distinguishing them from male children who are seen as superior to them since the very start: 
One time a feed salesman came down into the pens to talk to him and my father said, “Like to have you 
meet my new hired hand.” I turned away and raked furiously, red in the face with pleasure. “Could of 
fooled me,” said the salesman. “I thought it was only a girl.” (Munro in Tortello) 
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In fact all her protagonists in Runaway are females and we can observe many of these 
characteristics. For example, in the first story, which carries the same name as the collection, 
we meet a girl who is trapped in a bad marriage. She knows what her position is and is aware 
that she pictured her married life very differently as a young girl: 
He was mad at her all the time. He acted as I he hated her. There was nothing she could do right, there 
was nothing she could say. Living with him was driving her crazy. Sometimes she thought she already 
was crazy. Sometimes she thought he was. (Munro, Runaway 23) 
She struggles to tell her husband exactly what bothers her and is scared to face him with her 
own arguments, which is why she presents their marriage as perfect instead. This story is very 
typical in the sense of the relationship between man and woman presented in Munro’s stories 
in general. The man holds the position of power and “takes care” of his woman. Even after she 
decides to leave him and relies on her neighbour’s help to escape, he manages to get her back 
by not doing much; she does not know if she is able to live on her own without his supervision. 
The story’s symbolic meaning is further enhanced with the escape of a goat, which eventually 
returns just when the protagonist, Carla, returns as well. Carla is very attached to the goat as 
they are both in the same position: they are both trapped and somebody holds all the power over 
them; she sees the goat as her other self. They both manage to escape in order to look for better 
future, but they eventually return as they do not know if they can live outside of what they are 
used to. At the end of the story the goat is nowhere to be found. Carla, still having mixed 
feelings towards her husband, prefers to remain silent and not dig into the reasons of the goat’s 
second disappearance. By remaining silent, Carla manages to preserve the status quo, which is 
the only way she can maintain her marriage and emotional stability, just like she has always 
been used to.  
Women are the centre of Almodóvar’s world as well. In fact, women not only function as the 
main protagonists of his movies but also as his muses. He grew up surrounded by women, which 
is also portrayed in his latest movie Dolor y Gloria (Pain and Glory, 2019) and has repeatedly 
admitted that women, starting with his own mother, influenced him to a much greater extent 
than men. Some of the actresses who took several roles in his movies, such as Penelope Cruz 
or Carmen Maura, earned the status of the Almodóvar girls, undoubtedly an honourable status 
considering Almodóvar as one of the best (Spanish) directors of all time. In his movies, the 
women are the ones who hold the world up and it is often portrayed how the power of 
womanhood can overpower men and the macho society. Almodóvar’s women, however, do not 
come just from a one social background, nor do they look or behave the same or have the same 
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sexual preferences. Almodóvar is famous for portraying all women: drug addicts, transgenders, 
lesbians, killers, single, divorced, married, the list is endless. As Eric López points out, 
Almodóvar’s women are positioned in various situations, which makes it difficult, just like in 
the case of Munro, to talk about his work in general, because each of his movie is a story and a 
world on its own. López argues that even if each of the situation the woman is placed into is 
different, they all have one thing in common, which is that the women seem oppressed by the 
situation they encounter. López’s argument goes hand in hand with what I mentioned in a 
previous paragraph; this oppression is true for Munro’s stories as well. For example, in The 
Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown, the protagonist is unsuccessful in dealing with 
her own emotions. After her lover, who keeps misleading her, ends up leaving her just before 
they are about to move in together, she has an emotional breakdown. And yet, this leads to a 
series of events that make this movie a black comedy. Moreover, in Volver (Return), the woman 
is forced to cover the murder of her husband who tried to rape her daughter. In All About My 
Mother, the mother hides the secret of the real father, a transgender, who she escapes from, but 
after her son’s tragic death in a car accident, decides to look for him once again.  
Almodóvar has also been famous for depicting the modern Spanish woman, a notion that he 
has developed during his career and adapted according to his own vision of the Spanish society. 
As López points out, citing the words of Marisa Paredes, an actress who stared in many 
Almodóvar’s movies, he presents the woman as a “superwoman underground” who has to 
overcome all the obstacles, no matter how painful they are for her, which is especially visible 
in What have I done to Deserve This?, where he depicted a typical Spanish woman from the 
nineties. In this movie, the protagonist is a housewife who also works as a cleaning lady and 
struggles with her dysfunctional family. Her relationship with her husband is on the rocks. Yet 
she does not limit herself to sadness, which is her first reaction when she is pushed to the limit 
as she decides to change her life. Gloria, the protagonist, decides to kill her husband, which is 
her way to escape from being stuck in her life. The black humour in this movie is used to show 
how Gloria and other Almodóvar superwomen overcome their situations with their own powers. 
There is a message in these scenes that, in one form or another, reoccur in Almodóvar’s movies, 





López’s argument about Almodóvar’s depiction of different kinds of women brings us to the 
next point of comparison between Almodóvar and Munro, which is feminism, also discussed 
as a point of view and a reoccurring theme of both authors. To be seen as a feminist or even 
open a discussion about feminist issues is nowadays not easy as there are so many views and 
opinions on what feminism really means. In fact, one can easily be misleading when talking 
about feminism. In this section I search for a common ground between Munro and Almodóvar 
and why they could be considered to be feminist authors (although not exclusively, of course).  
First of all, the argument that both Munro and Almodóvar could be regarded as feminist authors 
is connected to what I have discussed previously as they both put women in the centre of their 
artistic universal. There can certainly be a problem with Almodóvar being labelled as a feminist 
director as he is a man, which is, at least in some feminist circles, enough to argue that he cannot 
be a feminist. According to the beliefs of Essentialist Feminists and Separatist Feminists, men 
cannot be feminists in any circumstance, while Liberal Feminists practice a more open 
feminism (Acca 1). However, as Almodóvar is gay, his sexual orientation plays an important 
role in him being recognized as a feminist director as gay men and feminists “have been 
politicaly aligned on numerous issues since the 1970s” (Hii 6), among which the fight against 
the limitation of gender roles as defined by the dominant culture is the most prominent one.  
In a 2001 interview for The Atlantic, Munro does not describe herself as a feminist writer, 
saying, 
naturally my stories are about women–I’m a woman. I don’t know what the term is for men who write 
mostly about men. I’m not always sure what is meant by “feminist.” In the beginning I used to say, well, 
of course I’m a feminist. But if it means that I follow a kind of feminist theory, or know anything about 
it, then I’m not. I think I’m a feminist as far as thinking that the experience of women is important. That 
is really the basis of feminism.  
If we take her point of view that the basis of feminism is the importance given to the experience 
of women, her work could not be more feminist. Munro later on states in the interview that she 
does not see herself as an autobiographical writer, even though the ideas and observations in 
her work often coincide with her own life. She writes about women at different stages in life, 
taking into account where her mind is at the particular moment when she is writing the book.  
As Prabhakar and Venkat point out, her stories are “centred on liberation – sexual liberation, 
the economic liberation of the working class and women’s liberation from the cultural 
domination of males” (58). The authors stress “the impact of class and generation gaps and the 
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effect of relationships on woman” (58). It seems that Munro’s women fight against their 
unhappiness and the society that favours men on their own terms, which ultimately, sets them 
free from the environment they grew in, an environment that imposed certain rules on them that 
they either reject, question or battle against their whole life. Munro uses her own experiences 
from her childhood to describe what women, who like her grew up in small towns have to go 
through and what their experiences are like. In Lives of Girls and Women (1971), Munro tells 
the story of Del Jordan, a girl who is not satisfied with the life in the small rural town of Jubilee, 
Ontario and shares this dissatisfaction with her mother who is also yearning for a more open-
minded environment that could bring her more personal liberty and satisfaction. The short story 
cycle mainly depicts female characters as the protagonists and men do not have much 
importance as far as the story is concerned, although they make women's characteristics 
more noticeable. This feminist perspective is not only seen in this work but also in later 
collections in which Munro portrays women of all ages and personalities who often give a false 
image on the outside in order to please the society, but whose true selves are often severely 
misunderstood.  
If we take a closer look at Runaway as the short story collection that I will take into account 
later in my concrete adaptation analysis, there is a short story “Soon” that is also applicable to 
helping us understand where the feminist point of view of Munro comes from. In “Soon” Juliet 
visits her parents, and discovers not only how she has changed during the time she spent away 
from her parents but also how values that she adopted during her childhood still haunt her, even 
if she rationally rejects them. The clearest example of that is her encounter with a minister, 
possibly her mother’s lover, with whom she shares a conversation about religion and marriage: 
 
He asked Juliet where she lived, what was the nature of the weather on the west coast, what work her 
husband did. “He’s a prawn fisherman, but he’s actually not my husband,” said Juliet pleasantly. Don 
nodded. Ah yes.  
 “And she has never been christened? You intend to bring her up a heathen?” Juliet said that she expected 
Penelope would make up her own mind about that, someday. “But we intend to bring her up without 
religion. Yes.” “That is sad,” said Don quietly. “For yourselves, it’s sad. You and your –whatever you 
call him – you’ve decided to reject God’s grace. Well. You are adults. But to reject it for your child – it’s 
like denying her nourishment, it’s refusing to bring her up on lies.” (Munro, Runaway 119–⁠120) 
The minister questions her husband’s motives and asks her why they won’t raise their child as 
religious and reacts with restraint when Juliet tells him that they are not married. Juliet presents 
her liberal point of view, stating that she does not believe in God but it seems like she is 
offended and that the minister’s comments, no matter how unreasonable and stupid she finds 
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them, affect her in the most subconscious way, which is why she gets very irritated. In this case 
Munro shows Juliet’s inner battle but also her strength to persist in what she believes is best for 
her family, portraying both her strength as well as her weaknesses and hesitations. Juliet adopts 
the feminist vision in this story as she liberates herself from her parents’ and society’s 
expectations even though she still cannot completely put aside the more conservative morals 
that she adopted as a young girl. What makes her feminist here is that she takes all the 
responsibility for her own destiny into her hands, even though she finds it hard to overcome her 
doubts concerning their relationship. She does not marry him out of fear; in this respect she 
stays true to herself.  
Unlike Munro, who avoids being directly connected to feminism, Almodóvar has provoked 
strong opinions on both sides when it comes to feminism and whether he is a feminist director 
or not. He has stated his support of the feminist movement in several of his interviews, lately 
in his 2019 Fotogramas interview about his latest movie Pain and Glory:  
The feminist movement is going a long way and I think that we as men must reformulate ourselves to 
know what our role is. We must define a new masculinity, because what is happening is not a war between 
men and women, but quite the opposite. (Almodóvar in Fotogramas)  
(El movimiento feminista está consiguiendo grandes avances, y creo que los hombres debemos 
reformularnos para saber cuál es nuestro papel. Hay que definir una nueva masculinidad, porque lo que 
está pasando no es una guerra entre hombres y mujeres, sino todo lo contrario) (Almodóvar in 
Fotogramas). 
In fact, Almodóvar’s men are sometimes more sentimental than women when it comes to 
managing their own feelings and when having to overcome an emotional obstacle. This is how 
Almodóvar touches upon the notion of hegemonic masculinity. In Talk to Her, we see Marco, 
one of the two main characters, crying over a theatre performance as he remembers his ex-lover 
and the same scene repeats as he starts crying at a music performance of the song “Paloma” 
performed by Caetano Veloso. His current lover Lydia, who is a bullfighter, which is still a 
very atypical occupation for women in Spain, expresses signs of jealousy and tries to console 
him. In this way Almodóvar breaks the stereotypes and defines a new masculinity by giving 
women the power to protect and the men the power to be vulnerable.  
Almodóvar stated that his movie Pepi, Luci, Bom and Other Average Girls is a feminist movie, 
because it is about women who own their own destinies (López 19). Also, the movies’ 
characters were rather controversial when the movie was released in 1980 as they cultivate 
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weed, are very open about sex and listen to punk music. He was also recognized by the critics 
and the feminists themselves as very influential in creating a new role for women.  
 
As López discusses, the depiction of La Movida movement greatly influenced the fact that we 
can consider Almodóvar as a feminist director. In fact, he is one of the best well-known figures 
of the La Movida movement, a Spanish alternative art movement in the eighties that was marked 
by aestethic and sexual liberation, which is depicted in the cinema of Almodóvar through the 
feminine characters for whom sex outside of marriage is not a taboo anymore and who occupy 
the space that is normally occupied by men. This behaviour is not only reserved for the ones at 
the margin of society but also for “everyday” people, who would usually adopt more traditional 
roles, such as housewives as in the movie What Have I Done to Deserve This. These women 
are not only strong, independent and mature but also emotionally dependent and possess some 
traits that feminism tries to fight against. An example of Almodóvar’s versatile portrayal of 
women can be found in Women on the Verge of a Mental Breakdown. Maura, a voiceover 
actress, does not depend on her husband economically but she is emotionally overwhelmed 
because of his instability when it comes to their relationship. That puts Almodóvar in a similar 
position as Munro as they both depict women from different angles and at different emotional 
stages in life; sometimes they are strong and can overcome their emotions like in the case of 
Juliet when she talks to the minister or when Maura decides to take vengeance on her ex-lover 
in Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown. At other times they are vulnerable like in the 
case when Juliet questions her own relationship with her mother or when Maura takes her 
vengeance too far and becomes obsessed with her ex-lover.  
The fact that only three of Almodóvar’s movies focus on men (Bad Education (2004), Talk to 
Her (2002) and Pain and Glory (2019)) as main protagonists, speaks volumes. As López argues, 
we should thank the director for his capacity of breaking the social gender constructions, 
especially when it comes to queers and transgenders as he gives them a voice and portrays them 
as a part of the society. The Almodóvar girls are Carmen Maura or Penelope Cruz, femmes 
fatales but also Miguel Bosé who brilliantly acts out the performance of the song “Piensa en 
mi” (originally performed by Luz Casal) in High Heels as Femme Letal, a transgender 
character. Almodóvar portrays Bosé’s femininity as well as his masculinity by giving him 
another, very masculine role of a judge in the same movie. Therefore, sexual roles are not 
strictly defined and are based on the law of attraction and desire where someone’s character 
and passion for life comes before anything else. Almodóvar, in films like Law of Desire (1987), 
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through transgender characters constructs characters that are visible to the society which was 
not used to seeing other identities. Therefore, Almodóvar manages to portray a world where the 
freedom to choose who you want to be and who you want to be with, comes as a must.  
But some do not cherish his work in the feminist sense. In fact, he is sometimes even considered 
a bad influence on the way people, especially young ones, perceive women and their sexual 
freedom. Ana Miguel, a philosopher and a feminist, describes Almodóvar’s way of teaching 
the audience that it is not only ok, but even great to be a “whore” and that the nineties have 
taught us to use sexuality to reach all of our goals (“Pero es que en los 90 nos han amaestrado a 
que teníamos que usar la sexualidad para cualquier cosa y todo genial.”). She finds this approach 
tiring. It is left to the viewer and his own personal views and tastes to decide whether 
Almodóvar truly deserves to be treated as a feminist director or not, which can be said for 
Munro as well, especially if we consider her restraint towards being viewed as a feminist author. 
As Maria Löschnigg points out, “Munro's stories definitely allow for feminist readings, and even 
though there have been numerous attempts by critics to categorize the author as ‘deeply political 
writer’, Alice Munro's feminism is implicit and non-programmatic” (60). As she further 
mentions, Munro’s feminism is undogmatic, a notion that is true for Almodóvar's movies as 
well.  
7. MOTHER-DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIP 
Both Munro and Almodóvar focused on the often complicated and conflicting relationship 
between mothers and daughters. Munro’s “centrality of the mother-daughter relationship in 
Alice Munro’s fiction was noticeable from her 1968 debut short story collection Dance of the 
Happy Shades onwards” (Zetu 361). As Dragos Zetu argues, there is a reoccurring theme of an 
ill mother (as in Munro’s personal case) and a daughter who takes care of her. However, this 
past trauma is not always presented in the same way and Munro tries to give a new shade of 
meaning and open new interpretations each time she uses this theme. For example, sometimes 
the daughter does not find a way to stay supportive of her ill mother and rather keeps her 
distance, as in the case of Juliet’s relationship with her mother in “Soon”:  
But she had not protected Sara. When Sara had said, soon I’ll see Juliet, Juliet had found no 
reply. Could it have been managed? Why should it have been so difficult? Just to say Yes. To 
Sara it would have meant so much – to herself, surely, so little. But she had turned away, she 
had carried the tray to the kitchen, and there she washed and dried the cups and also the glass 




Zetu sees two possible ways in which she is dealing with this relationship. The first one puts 
the daughter in the position where she is unable to “deal with her mother’s neurodegenerative 
disease”, while in the second one we get to know the daughter in her later stage in life where 
she remembers childhood experiences and explains them (to herself) from an adult’s 
perspective. The author assumes that “by trying to tell stories about her dead mother and 
represent her in a meaningful way, the adult daughter undergoes a form of ‘therapeutic 
intervention’” (Zetu, 362) which eventually turns into her own dealing with her own emotions 
from the past and establishing what was going on during this period of time and how it affected 
her life. Zetu discusses several stories in his article (“The Peace of Utrecht,” “Winter Wind,” 
“Friend of My Youth” and “The Ottawa Valley”) and finds a common background. In all of 
them, Munro treats the daughter as the one who possesses the need to “to deal with” the image 
of her mother. It is the mother’s presence that she tries to distance herself from as she is aware 
that in order to establish herself as an adult individual and develop her own personality, she 
first has to confront childhood experience which comes with undergoing “a painful therapeutic 
process, including a re-evaluation of the relationship with her now dead mother” (372). In order 
to achieve her goal, which is to distance herself from this relationship, she needs to verbalize 
her emotions, which manifests in telling stories and serves as a form of a liberation. 
Zetu assumes that this is Munro’s own way of dealing with her issues with her mother and she 
confronts her traumas the same way her protagonist do: by telling stories about her past, but 
does not stop at this obvious comparison as he believes that “the narrative itself as a text spells 
out the problems serves as a para-magical function, banning the ghosts of the past by naming 
them” (Zetu 372). However, if we are reading Munro’s stories as her own personal diary, we 
are not doing ourselves a favour. Munro’s fiction is never purely autobiographical, which often 
makes it hard to determine whether she is describing an experience as an outsider or someone 
who has been a part of it. Also, she does not expose her private life in interviews, which is why 
it would be (almost) useless for anyone to judge whether her own feelings match her characters’ 
feelings. It is probably best to avoid any oversimplifications when connecting her private life 
to her work, and to view her stories as a combination of real and made-up happenings, twisted 
and recreated in such a way that the reader loses sight of Munro’s persona and recognizes a 
universal human experience instead.  
Although Zetu’s article deals with Munro’s earlier stories, she never abandoned the treatment 
of a mother-daughter relationship and has come back to some references she established in her 
early work. In her later works, Munro tells the stories from the perspective of a mother with 
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adult children. In all of her latest collections (Runaway, The View from Castle Rock, Too Much 
Happiness, Dear Life), this family tie is always present, even if the story itself does not 
necessarily put it into the main perspective, such as is the case in “Runaway,” in which Carla’s 
distant relationship with her mother, that is described only briefly, affects her relationship with 
her neighbour as she searches for a lost female confidante. Also, when the daughter takes the 
role of the mother, such as is the case with Juliet in “Soon” and “Silence,” she relives her own 
relationship with her mother to such an extent that she becomes aware of the complexity and 
difficulties that such a close relationship brings along.  
Similarly, Almodóvar admits in a 2016 interview for BBC that is precisely the mother-daughter 
relation that greatly inspired his work. “Mother-daughter relationships fascinate me […] but 
also sibling relationships fascinate me – in fact, family relationships in general. He adds that 
there are already “hundreds of thousands of films about mothers and daughters,” but adds that 
he will “keep on doing movies about that relationship, absolutely.” As Jorge Luis Gallegos 
Vargas mentions, the mother appears in almost all movies of the Spanish director and is often 
presented in the absence of father, who died or abandoned the family (97). Thus it is up to the 
mother to take on the “archetypical” role. Vargas believes that Almodóvar makes use of the 
typical Spanish concept of maternity from the past when the role of the mother was viewed as 
the only way in which a woman could position herself in the society. During the Spanish Civil 
War mothers were greatly appreciated but at the same time limited to the role of housewives 
(also presented in Almodóvar’s work in various cases) (98). However, Almodóvar did not limit 
himself in the presentation of a mother as he presented her in normal and critical circumstances 
and with more or less appealing labels. In his work we come across mothers who are really 
concerned about their children’s well-being and would do anything for them, such as is the case 
with the relationship between Raimunda and her daughter in Volver. Raimunda protects her 
daughter from an abusive father by killing him. Almodóvar also presents mothers who care 
more about their own well-being and career than their daughters. In High Heels, Rebeca’s 
mother is a famous singer. She neglects her relationship with her daughter and later moves away 
to another country. When Rebeca grows up, she marries the man who was once in a passionate 
relationship with her mother and the three of them have dinner together when her mother returns 
years later. The already troubled relationship between Rebeca and her mother is severely tested. 
Nonetheless, the audience is often encouraged to abandon any labels when the role of the 
mother is examined within the context of the story. To illustrate, In Volver, Raimunda is shown 
in another perspective when we learn about the difficult relationship she had with her mother 
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who comes back as a ghost after she dies and wants to re-establish the relationship with 
Raimunda, her eldest daughter. In High Heels, Rebeca’s mother tries to sacrifice herself for her 
daughter by pleading guilty for a murder of her ex-husband who was killed by Rebeca when 
she was a child.  
Bea Planas presents various models of mothers from Almodóvar’s movies. In his second movie, 
Labyrinth of Passion (1982), we come across a “regretful mother.” In 1983 with Dark Habits 
he shows mothers who come from the marginal parts of society; prostitutes and drug addicts. 
In What Have I Done To Deserve This (1984) he portrays the “tiger mother,” a housewife and 
a mother of two, who does not do just what is accepted, but shows her hidden sexual desires, a 
vivid anger and admirable energy. Three years later, in Law of Desire (1987), Almodóvar 
“opens another way of understanding family and maternity” (“La ley del deseo (1987) entronca 
con esa pulsión de abrir paso a nuevas formas de entender la familia y la maternidad”). Here 
the mother’s role is only temporary and it is a transgender person who occupies it. In The 
Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown, the motherhood is seen as an empowerment, 
when the protagonist regains back the power and seizes back what is invisible to the men. Both 
Kika (1991) and Live Flesh (based on Ruth Rendell’s novel Live Flesh) portray the loss of the 
mother at the beginning of the film and all that happens later because of this loss. In Live Flesh, 
the mother is a prostitute. In Talk to Her one of the two protagonists, Benigno, takes care of his 
patient just like a mother would, but later violates her when she is in a coma. The most famous 
portrayal of a mother in Almodóvar’s movie history, which also won an Oscar, is All About My 
Mother, in which the mother hides the fact from her son that his father is a transgender, but 
decides to look for him after her son’s tragic death (Planas).The last movie which puts the figure 
of the mother in the main perspective is Julieta (2016), also the focus of this paper, which 
presents a grieving and fragile mother who is weaker than the mother figures that he presented 
before as she is seen as an eternal victim.All these women figures find a way out of their distress 
and, just like in Munro’s case, they are heroines. In fact, they are not heroines in the traditional 
sense and they are not perfect mothers or daughters, but continue to learn and develop their 
roles through lives despite the problems they encounter. Their role is not to achieve some 




8.  SETTING AS A THEME 
Besides their passion for the themes that I discuss above, Munro and Almodóvar share a deep 
interest in the places where they lived. Setting plays a crucial role in both Munro and 
Almodóvar’s work as it grows into a theme that affects their hero(in)es on a personal level. 
Munro explains in a 2003 Guardian interview: 
I am intoxicated by this landscape, by the almost flat fields, the swamps, the hardwood bush, by the 
continental climate with its extravagant winters. I am at home with the brick houses, the falling-down 
barns, the occasional farms that have swimming pools and airplanes, the trailer parks, burdensome old 
churches, Wal-Mart, and Canadian Tire. I speak the language.” But they have also provided a very 
particular emotional landscape. “I really grew up in the 19th century,” she says. “The ways lives were 
lived, their values, were very 19th century and things…  
Munro grew up in Ontario, where she returns to in numerous stories. She describes western 
Ontario as a region which was highly affected by the religions that settlers in the 19th century 
brought with them: Scottish Presbyterianism, English Methodism, Anglicanism and Irish 
Catholicism. According to Munro, the environment was terribly conservative and some people 
felt repressed just by living there. Most of Munro’s stories are set in Canada, and particularly 
in small Ontario towns. As she argues, she does not only write about the region’s landscape in 
a purely descriptive way but also uses the informal speech of the people who live there. Linda 
Pillière gives some examples from Munro’s 2000 Vintage collection Dance of the Happy 
Shades in her article about Munro’s conversational style: 
Other variant word order that suggests informal speech includes the displacement of the 
direct object: 
My mother will sometimes carry home, for a treat, a brick of icecream – pale Neapolitan. (5) 
I remember a year or two ago, us going past their place. (131) (Pillière 48) 
There is another interesting approach to viewing Ontario in the work of Munro. “Several of her 
stories portray the Ontario region in Canada with regard to the cruelties and horrors that hide 
behind the façade of a rigid morality” (Berndt 3). This has resulted in her texts been labelled as 
‘Southern Ontario Gothic,’ a sub-genre of the Gothic literature which originates in European 
Romantic, pseudo medieval fiction and has a ‘prevailing atmosphere of mystery and terror’” 
(Encyclopedia Britannica, “Gothic novel”). As I have described before, this atmosphere of 
suppression in a hardworking rural environment can be compared to the Gothic atmosphere 
itself, although Canada is no per se connected to this era. Munro herself claims to be influenced 
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by American Southern Gothic writers like Eudora Welty and Carson McCullers, and insists that 
“the part of the country where I come from is absolutely Gothic” (qtd. in Berndt 3) 
Another Gothic theme found in Munro’s work is “the motive of survival,” visible in “The Peace 
of Utrecht,” “Open Secrets” and “Runaway.” The characters live in small towns, which are 
“civilized” on the outside, but hide darker secrets of terror on the inside. These small towns 
“address the mundane, ordinary terror that is lurking behind the civilized façade of small towns. 
and threaten not the physical survival of Munro’s characters, but their mental stability” (Berndt 
12). In “Child’s Play,” Munro goes further into a dark atmosphere by describing a childhood 
murder carried out by two best friends:  
This could have been an accident. As if we, in trying to to get our balance, grabbed on to this nearby large 
rubbery object, hardly realizing what it was or what we were doing. I have thought it all out. I think we 
would have been forgiven. Young children. Terrified. (Munro, “Child’s Play” 84) 
In this story Munro questions children’s innocence, compassion and their (in)ability to cause 
harm. In order to survive, Munro’s characters have to confront the mysteries of “what lies 
beyond.” In the short story collection Runaway this sort of suppression and terror is not only 
inherent to the small towns, but lives behind the walls of the houses: what an outsider can 
observe from the outside seldom corresponds to what is going on inside. In “Runaway” Carla 
and Clark might seem like a happy couple, but Carla feels like her husband despises her and 
emotionally abuses her, which seems to come as a surprise for her neighbour Sylvia. Although 
it is not exactly clear whether Sylvia is aware of their troubled relationship, she prefers to keep 
quiet until Carla confesses to her.  
Almodóvar’s settings are quite different, but what Munro and Almodóvar do share in common 
in this respect is that they wrote about the places they lived in. Almodóvar has been living in 
Madrid since 1967 and a specific historical moment greatly influenced his films and the way 
he views the reality, especially in the beginning of his career. La Movida was “similar to the 
French New Wave and Pop Art movements, though it had its own unique characteristics” 
(Adams) as it was not limited only to cinema like the French New Wave, and neither had it 
achieved such a wide recognition as Pop Art outside of Spain. The period started after the end 
of dictatorship and the death of Franco. During the dictatorship, the social structures were very 
strict and rigid and the church had a say in all the decisions:  
The desire to create a uniform, obedient Spain led to the destruction of any and all kinds of books, music, 
and culture that were not officially mandated and approved by the regime. While the structured repression 
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was present throughout Spain, in no other place was it felt quite as intensely as it was in Madrid. (Bechtle 
1) 
La Movida changed Madrid and other big Spanish cities dramatically. As Winona A. Bechtle 
points out, La Movida was characterized by “sheer lack of politics or open rebellion” (5). Pedro 
Almodóvar, one of the most prominent figures of the movement that influenced all arts, 
addressed La Movida several times in his interviews apart from portraying it (mostly indirectly) 
in his movies. He believes it is difficult to explain this movement to people who were not part 
of it. He does not connect La Movida to a particular ideology, but rather believes that the people 
who live in this period “coincided in one of the most explosive moments in the country.” 
Almodóvar is now regarded as the most famous Movida personality. He participated in 
alternative theatres and cinema in the early 70s and he formed part of the theatre group known 
as Los Goliardos. He also wrote for several alternative magazines, such as Vibraciones and 
Star. La Movida influenced his early movies (What Have I Done To Deserve This (1984) and 
Pepi, Luci, Bom and Other Average Girls (1980)) to a greater extent (Myers). 
Madrid is not the only setting that characterizes Almodóvar’s movies. He returns to the village 
several times, especially to make a contrast between the liberal and the traditional, although he 
does not present either of the two in a positive or negative light exclusively. Almodóvar can be 
viewed as a liberal, but he is not afraid of small-town settings and traditionalism. Small town 
life is not always depicted as backward and uncivilized but also as a peaceful place and a 
‘harbor’ for an adult to return to like in the case of Juliet (at least in the initial phase). This is 
most obviously depicted in Volver and Pain and Glory, where the return of the protagonists to 
their hometowns brings back (also) happy childhood memories.  
As mentioned, the aspects that Almodóvar and Munro share in this respect are that they both 
use regional settings, local characters and historical influences from their own countries for 
their stories and they both contrast villages and larger cities also in terms of the effect they had 
on their lives.  
9.  UNIVERSALITY OF LITERATURE AND CINEMA 
The themes that I briefly discussed above, are, of course, not the only ones that Almodóvar and 
Munro have in common. I left out guilt and sexuality on purpose as I want to discuss it in details 
in my second part: the concrete analysis of Julieta and “Chance,” “Silence” and “Soon.” The 
fact that there might be cultural differences when it comes to assessing and viewing the content, 
themes, motives and messages in literature (as well as cinema in our case) is accountable for 
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the adaptation analysis of Almodóvar and Munro’s three short stories. When Almodóvar 
decided to make an adaptation, the first idea of filming the movie in English, keeping the name 
of one of the short stories (“Silence”) and giving Meryl Streep the main role, just did not 
convince him in the long run. His final choice to film the movie in Spain was a consequence of 
his preference to express himself in Spanish and the practical reasons of working with the 
actors. He also felt that he had to translate some themes to his culture, a notion that he describes 
in his 2016 interview with Hollywood Reporter: 
I included something that I didn’t from the original stories of Munro, and that is a deep sense of guilt. Just 
thinking about my culture, and my country, even if we are a non-confessional country, the reality is that 
Spain is a Catholic country, that you can have any kind of credo, but a majority is Catholic. But my 
character, Julieta, was a secular woman, someone that was young in the 80’s with this explosion of 
freedom in every sense. And this is the story of Julieta, that she’s feeling guilty in a very human way. 
And [that guilt] infects her daughter.  
What comes to mind is that Almodóvar did not find Juliet’s guilt applicable for his own country 
and he felt like he had to change the character so that the audience could connect to what the 
main character and her daughter are going through. His choice to change the character in order 
to present the same, universal theme, says a lot about the way we perceive something as self-
explicable and relatable in general, but in reality we find it difficult to recognize if it is not 
adjusted according to what we are used to. In my second part I, among other things, show how 
some cultural aspects such as the treatment of sexuality (connected to the Presbyterianism in 
Canada as described by Munro and La Movida movement in Spain as seen in Almodóvar’s 
work) affected the interpretation of themes in adaptation and I look for the biggest reason for 
















10.  DRUGI DEL (PART TWO) 
V tem delu se bom osredotočila na analizo Munrojinih kratkih zgodb in Almodóvarjevega 
filma. Primerjavo bom izpeljala na tematski ravni in jo obravnavala z vidika razmerja med 
filmom in literaturo in kulturnih implikacij ter skušala najti podlago za morebitne spremembe 
v adaptaciji.  
11.  ODNOS MED MATERJO IN HČERKO 
Zapleten odnos med materjo in hčerko je podlaga za razvoj osrednjih tem filma in dveh kratkih 
zgodb iz zbirke Ubežnica: "Kmalu" in "Tišina". Ker je ta odnos izjemno pomemben tako za 
Munro kot za Almodóvarja in presega samo zbirko (oba sta ta odnos, kot sem razložila že v 
prvem delu, uporabila v številnih zgodbah in filmih), ga bom v nadaljevanju povezala s 
tematiko krivde, ki jo ta odnos odpira.  
Almodóvar v ospredje postavlja odnos med protagonistko Julieto in njeno hčerko Antío, 
medtem ko Munro poudarja odnos protagonistke Juliet z njeno hčerko Penelope kot tudi 
razmerje z njeno mamo Saro, ki ga Almodóvar zgolj nakaže v nekaj prizorih.  
Juliet in Penelope 
V zgodbi "Kmalu" je odnos med Juliet in Penelope še dokaj neizoblikovan, saj je Penelope še 
dojenček in nastopa zgolj kot stranski lik. V tej zgodbi se Munro osredotoča na odnos med 
Juliet in njeno mamo Saro in uporabi Penelope kot osebo, preko katere ostali izražajo svoja 
stališča in čustva. Tako se npr. na podlagi vprašanja, kako je dojenčici ime, med Juliet in Saro 
razvije pogovor o poroki Juliet z Ericom, ki izraža tudi njuna nasprotna stališča o prenosu 
priimka na deklico. Munro prvič predstavi Penelope v odrasli vlogi v zadnji zgodbi z Juliet v 
glavni vlogi ("Tišina"), vendar jo bralci spoznamo zgolj in samo z vidika mame Juliet, saj 
Penelope v zgodbi nikoli ne nastopi samostojno, zaradi česar smo bralci prikrajšani za drugo 
plat zgodbe, ki bi nam, tako kot v primeru zgodbe "Kmalu", razkrila junakinjino lastno gledišče. 
Dejstvo, da nam Munro tega gledišča ne ponudi, priča o tem, da je v ospredju Julietino lastno 
spopadanje z bolečimi dejstvi in ne moraliziranje ali iskanje višje resnice o tem, kaj se je v 
njunem odnosu zares zgodilo, zato bi lahko trdili, da Munro opis dogajanja s t. i. ptičje 
perspektive bralcu nalašč odvzema.  
V "Tišini" spoznamo Juliet v srednjih letih, ko vodi okrogle mize v televizijskem programu. 
Čeprav je že starejša, je še vedno zelo privlačna. Med kratko plovbo s trajektom se zaplete v 
pogovor z žensko svojih let in jo vpraša, kaj ve o centru duhovne uravnovešenosti, kjer je 
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zadnjih šest mesecev preživela njena hčerka Penelope. S Penelope sta v dvajsetih letih večino 
časa preživljali skupaj, Juliet pa jo je ves čas dojemala kot "popolno hčerko", nad katero se ni 
mogla pritoževati. Njen karakter primerja z očetovim; opiše jo kot milo, zadržano, sočutno in 
angelsko lepo. Medtem ko je bila Penelope odsotna, se je Juliet, zaradi globoke povezanosti, ki 
jo je čutila s hčerko, počutila zelo slabo. Njenega sporočila, da lahko pride ponjo, se je 
razveselila, saj je upala, da to pomeni, da se je Penelope končno odločila priti domov. Ko se 
odpravi ponjo, se znajde v cerkvenem okolju, nekakšni komuni, kar ji je tuje, kar lahko 
sklepamo na podlagi drugih dveh zgodb. Tam se sreča z robustno redovnico Joan – Materjo 
Shipton, ki vodi duhovne vaje. Ta ji razloži, da se je Juliet odločila oditi in da ji ne more zaupati, 
kam je odšla. Juliet je na tem šokirana, hkrati pa se v njej porodi jeza, da si jo je Penelope 
drznila zapustiti. Pogovor med njo in Joan ne odraža samo Julietinega odpora do Penelopine 
odločitve, pač pa tudi do Joan, ki jo prezira, ker je povezana z duhovnim okoljem, ki se mu 
upira. Kljub temu da do Joan čuti določeno mero sovražnosti, se zaveda, da jo je redovnica na 
nek način nadvladala, saj je ona tista, ki se ji je Penelope zaupala. Joan ji pove, da je Juliet 
odraščala v okolju, ki ni spodbujalo njenega duhovnega napredka, zato je to pogrešala in se 
končno našla, na to novo pot pa se je odločila stopiti sama. Juliet se ne more kontrolirati in 
besno odide, pri tem pa besno in proseče zavpije: »Kaj vam je povedala?« (Munro, Ubežnica 
130). Zdi se, da Mati Shipton njeno reakcijo pričakuje in se na njene prošnje odzove zgolj s 
pomilovanjem, kar Juliet še bolj prezira. Čez nekaj časa se ji Penelope javi na zelo neoseben 
način, saj ji pošlje generično voščilnico brez podpisa. Še veliko časa po Penelopinem odhodu 
Juliet prejema klice od ljudi, ki so bili v stiku z njo, nekaterim se celo zlaže, da si je Penelope 
vzela odmor. Spopadanje z bolečino, ki jo prinese Penelopin odhod, načne Julietino duševno 
zdravje, saj se med izbruhi besa in joka, med katerimi za situacijo največkrat okrivi Mater 
Shipton, začne celo spraševati, da bi se izselila iz stanovanja, kjer sta živeli s Penelope, saj jo 
preveč spominja nanjo, na kar se čez čas celo navadi. Strah jo je, da se bo zanjo izgubila vsaka 
sled, če se izseli: ta naslov je namreč edini naslov, ki ga ima njena hčerka. Prijateljica Christa 
ji pravi, da bi jo lahko Penelope, če bi si to res želela, poiskala tudi v službi. Ves čas se sprašuje, 
zakaj je Penelope odšla brez besed, in tare jo občutek krivde, da je za to krivo pomanjkanje 
duhovnosti, ki ji je kot svojemu otroku ni nudila. Spominja se taborjenja, ki se ga je Penelope 
udeležila skupaj s prijateljico iz šole in njeno družino, kar se je Juliet zdelo odlično, ker je to 
pomenilo, da je bila Penelope drugačna od nje, bolj običajna deklica. To, da je Penelope odšla 
na taborjenje, ji je bilo všeč predvsem zato, ker se je v tistem času sprla z Ericom in ni želela, 
da je Penelope priča njunim pogovorom in napeti atmosferi, ki se je ustvarila med njima. Ker 
se je Eric težavam rad umikal, mu zamisel o taborjenju seveda ni prijala, nasploh se je raje 
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pretvarjal, da je vse v redu, kot se soočil z dejstvi. Če bi Penelope ostala doma, bi to pomenilo, 
da se morata zaradi otroka pretvarjati, da je vse v redu, kar bi Ericu zelo koristilo in godilo. V 
času, ko Penelope odide na taborjenje, se Ericu zgodi nesreča z ribiškim čolnom, do katere 
privede kompleksna situacija prevare in resnice, ki pride na dan po mnogih letih, ki jo bom 
opisala kasneje v poglavju o krivdi. V tej nesreči Eric umre. Penelope sprva ne pove ničesar o 
tem, kasneje pa telefonira mami Penelopine najboljše prijateljice Heather in ji sporoči, kaj se je 
zgodilo, nakar Penelope tudi obišče. Penelope sprejme novico bistveno bolj hrabro kot Juliet in 
tudi bistveno bolj odraslo, kot je Juliet od nje to pričakovala. Po spletu okoliščin ostane sama v 
hiši skupaj s Heather in Penelope, ki sta zelo povezani in preživljata čas na tipično najstniški 
način. Za Juliet je zelo boleče, ko Penelope svoji prijateljici razlaga, da je svojega očeta v resnici 
komaj poznala, saj se ji zdi, da je Penelope veliko časa preživljala s svojim očetom in da sta si 
delila posebno vez, meni celo, da je »napolnjeval njeno življenje« (Munro, Ubežnica 140), po 
smrti pa je to zanikala in ga na nek način odslovila.  
Juliet si čez nekaj časa najde drugo stanovanje in začne novo življenje, prvič brez Erica v 
ozadju, kar pa ne moremo reči za Penelope, katere spomin jo še vedno zasleduje. Spominja se 
namreč, kako ji je hčerka stala ob strani po očetovi smrti in skrbela zanjo. V prvih dneh po smrti 
je Penelope zaupala vse o nesrečnem dogodku in okoliščinah, ki so pripeljale do njega. Ker se 
je Juliet čutila krivo za Ericovo smrt, Penelope prosi odpuščanja, na kar ji ta odgovori, da ji 
odpusti, ker ni več otrok. Po petih letih voščilnice nehajo prihajati. Christa meni, da je to zato, 
ker Penelope meni, da ji je dala jasno vedeti, da je živa in da ji zanjo ni treba skrbeti, in da ji 
zaupa, da za njo ne bo poslala kakšnega zasledovalca. Julieta se ves čas sprašuje, kaj je storila 
narobe, in se krivi za to, da je Penelope odšla, kljub temu pa se potem, ko vidi, da se Penelope 
nima namena vrniti, odloči, da si znova zgradi življenje, ki se ne bo vrtelo zgolj okoli hčerkinega 
izginotja. Njen novi spremljevalec Larry o Penelope ne ve nič, sama pa se posveča karieri in 
znova si osmisli življenje s tistim, kar jo je osrečevalo in napolnjevalo v mladosti. O Penelope 
začne ponovno razmišljati, ko se ji zazdi, da v Vancouvru vidi mater Shipton, in ko se sreča z 
nekdanjo Penelopino najboljšo prijateljico Heather, ki ji pove, da je videla Penelope v 
nakupovalnem središču. Heather ne sluti, da Penelope in Julieta nista v stiku, ker se ji Penelope 
o tem zlaže. Heather ne pove resnice, saj se skuša dokopati do čim več informacij o svoji hčerki. 
Ta ji pove, da ima Penelope pet otrok in ne živi več v Edmontonu, Juliet predvideva, da živi v 
Whitehorsu ali Yellowknifu, in se sprašuje, kaj je tam, kar bi lahko opisali kot civilizirano. 
Heather ji tudi pove, da se Penelopini otroci šolajo v zasebni šoli, na podlagi česar Juliet sklepa, 
da je Penelope premožna, o njej si ustvari imaginarno sliko. Sprašuje se tudi o tem, ali jo je 
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Penelope poklicala po imenu ali ji je rekla mama, kar priča o odtujenosti, ki se je zaveda, 
sprašuje se, do kakšne mere je segla odtujenost lastne hčerke. "Tišina" se zaključi tako, da se 
Juliet zave, da je Penelope očitno ne potrebuje, kljub temu pa po tihem upa, da se bosta s 
Penelope še srečali. »Še naprej upa na kako besedico od Penelope, a ne zelo goreče. Upa tako, 
kot ljudje, ki sicer niso neumni, upajo na nezaslužen blagoslov, spontano odpuščanje grehov, 
take stvari« (Munro, Ubežnica 152). 
V Almodóvarjevi adaptaciji je okvir odnosa med materjo in hčerko v osnovi zelo podobno 
zastavljen. V izogib ponavljanju bom predstavila ključne točke, v katerih se sama zasnova 
zgodbe razlikuje od tiste, ki jo predstavi Munro. Ena izmed ključnih točk dogajanja v zgodbi je 
ta, da se med Beo in Antío plete več kot le prijateljstvo, kar se odraža v pogledih, dotikih, pa 
tudi v pogovoru, ki ga ima Julieta z Beo. Tudi samo žalovanje je drugačno: deklici se povežeta 
in skupaj skrbita za Julieto, vendar se zdi, kot da na ta način predvsem gradita svoj odnos. Nikjer 
ni omenjeno to, da Antía na Xoana pozabi, kot je to implicirano v kratkih zgodbah. Antía v 
filmu prevzame veliko bolj odraslo vlogo, saj je Julieta po smrti prava razvalina. Julieti se prvi 
občutek krivde zgodi že, ko jo Antía vpraša, zakaj je šel oče ribarit kljub nevihti, na kar se 
Julieta ne zna odzvati. Julieta je več mesecev povsem odsotna od dogajanja, po mestu se 
sprehaja kot nekakšen duh, deklici pa skrbita zanjo in celo poskrbita za to, da najdejo novo 
stanovanje, Antía pa skupaj z Julietino prijateljico Avo da njihovo staro hišo naprodaj. Julieta 
svoji hčerki nikoli ne pove za to, kar se je zgodilo pred nesrečo, šele potem ji Ava zaupa, da je 
Antía za očetovo smrt okrivila Julieto, Avo in samo sebe. Julieta se po sceni z brisačo v kopalni 
kadi, ko jo deklici frotirata, tako rekoč čez noč postara, prav tako pa tudi Antío spoznamo v 
starejši vlogi. Starejša kot je, bolj se Julieti odmika, čeprav se ta postopoma postavlja na lastne 
noge. Majhne zmage zanjo so že to, da prepleska stanovanje, iz Antíinega obraza pa lahko 
razberemo, da je naveličana skrbeti za svojo mamo. V filmu spremljamo tudi njuno slovo ob 
Antíinem odhodu v center za duševni mir. Čeprav Julieta hrepeni po bližini in ji Antía vrača 
lažno naklonjenost, je jasno, da je med njima prepreka, ki je ne moreta zgladiti in da je med 
njima zrasla zgolj tišina – nimata si več česa povedati. V filmu je bolj poudarjena Julietina 
anksioznost ob Penelopinem odhodu, zopet je izgubljena na isti način, kot je bila, ko je izgubila 
Xoana, tokrat izgubi osebo, ki ji je pomagala po izgubi partnerja znova zaživeti – svojo lastno 
hčerko. Julieto morijo občutki krivde, ki so povezani s smrtjo moškega na vlaku in ki se v njej 
zopet zbudijo, potem ko Penelope odide. Ko se odpravi ponjo v center duševnega miru, se zgodi 
podobno kot v zgodbah, kasneje izginotje prijavi celo policiji in najame zasebnega detektiva, 
vendar Antíe ne najde. Njeno bolečino spremljamo ob prizorih, ko praznuje rojstni dan in 
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prejema voščilnice, njena jeza in žalost pa sta podkrepljeni z metanjem torte v smeti in trganjem 
slik v Antíini spalnici. Po več mesecih, ko voščilnice nehajo prihajati, se preseli v drugo 
stanovanje in v predel Madrida, za katerega se ji zdi, da je Antía tam ne bo iskala. Julieto 
občutek krivde pokonča. »Molčala sem, da ne bi odrasla z občutkom krivde. Vseeno si jo čutila. 
Okužila te je kot virus« (Julieta 2016). Po tem ko Julieta zaradi lastnega obupa in negotovosti 
po ponovnem srečanju z Beo, v katerem si povesta resnico o Antíi, izgubljeno tava po mestu in 
jo pri tem zbije avtomobil, zaradi česar pristane v bolnišnici, ji Antía pošlje pismo, v katerem 
izrazi svojo bolečino.  
Imam samo ta naslov. Imam tri otroke. Najstarejši Xoan je pri devetih letih utonil v reki. Od bolečine bi 
najraje znorela. V tem trenutkih, najtežjih doslej, mislim nate. Šele zdaj razumem, kako te je bolel moj 
odhod. Takrat si nisem mogla predstavljati, noben si ne more predstavljati, kako je, če ne gre skozi to. 
(Julieta 2016)  
Po tem dogodku se za Julieto vse spremeni, saj se končno odpravi k Antíi na obisk. Lorenzu, 
svojemu novemu spremljevalcu, pa pove, da hčerke ne misli spraševati za pojasnilo in samo 
želi, da bi bila ob njej. Hkrati dvomi o tem, da jo Antía zares želi videti, saj je ne prosi izrecno, 
naj jo obišče, Lorenzo pa ji odvrne, da si verjetno ne upa. Film ima, čeprav do konkretnega 
srečanja med mamo in hčerko ne pride, srečen zaključek, saj se zdi, da sta ponovni združeni 
kljub vsej bolečini ali prav zaradi nje.  
12.  KRIVDA ZA ANTÍIN ODHOD: SLABA MATI? 
Krivda, ki je v filmu najbolj očitna, je krivda, ki jo Julieta nosi zaradi Antíinega odhoda. Ta 
krivda se pri Juliet pojavi v zgodbi "Tišina". Sprožilec tega občutka je v obeh primerih isti: 
Antíin odhod, vendar je krivda, ki jo občutita protagonistki drugačna tako v intenziteti kot tudi 
s stališča razlogov, ki jih najdeta za hčerkino odtujitev.  
V zgodbi "Tišina" Juliet prevprašuje svojo preteklost in ugotavlja, kako je le-ta vplivala na 
Penelope. Zdi se ji, da je na Penelope vplivala z lastno bedo, ki se je naselila v njej po moževi 
smrti, in z iskanjem partnerjev, ki nikoli niso nadomestili preminulega moža. Ne krivi se zgolj 
za svoje obnašanje, pač pa tudi za odločitev, da je niso vzgojili v religioznem okolju. Ta krivda 
ne izhaja iz Julietinega prepričanja, da bi bilo to res potrebno, ampak bolj iz jeze, da hči ni našla 
duhovne zadovoljitve in da ji je le-to nudila ena od takšnih oseb, ki jih je Juliet ves čas prezirala: 
Mati Shipton. Ta občutek, da Penelope ni našla duhovnega zadovoljstva, Julieto potiska v 
razmišljanje o tem, da svoji hčerki ni bila dobra mati. Kljub temu se Juliet brani s tem, da je 
Penelope zagonetna in je izbrala svojo pot in da to, kar je sama počela, ni imelo neposrednega 
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vpliva na hčerkino obnašanje, čeprav se zaveda, da je to zgolj tolažba. V nasprotju s filmom 
Juliet ni prežeta z občutkom krivde do te mere, da bi bila apatična. Čeprav se njeno življenje 
drastično spremeni po hčerkinem odhodu in ima Penelope ves čas v mislih, so te njene misli 
nekje v ozadju in ne stopajo v prvi plan, do te mere, da bi bila Juliet obsedena dalj časa po 
hčerkinem odhodu. Juliet se vda v usodo in ne goji prevelikih pričakovanj o tem, da bi se 
Penelope vrnila, ostaja ji zgolj nestvarno upanje, podobno upanju tistih, ki verujejo, ne da bi za 
to imeli poseben razlog.  
V filmu je ta krivda predstavljena bolj intenzivno in jasno, saj jo Almodóvar postavlja v 
ospredje svojega filma. Julieta se za Antíin odhod krivi iz več razlogov, glavni pa je ta, da čuti, 
da je krivdo, ki jo je sama nosila zaradi moževe smrti in smrti moža na vlaku, nezavedno 
prenesla nanjo. Po Xoanovi smrti sta se vlogi med Julieto in Antío popolnoma obrnili, saj je 
Antía ves čas skrbela za Julieto, kot bi skrbela za svojega otroka. Julieta občuti krivdo, da je 
bila slaba mama, saj ji ni pustila, da bi imela normalno otroštvo in najstništvo in je morala 
prezgodaj odrasti. Poleg tega se krivi, da ji ni omogočila duhovnega razvoja, vendar to ni tako 
izrazito kot v "Tišini". Julieta ne doživlja zgolj občutkov krivde, pač pa je tako kot Juliet jezna 
in obupana, saj Antía izgine iz njenega življenja in s tem izgubi kontrolo nad sabo. Ta izguba 
kontrole je v filmu veliko bolj očitna, saj se Julieta po Antíinem odhodu popolnoma spremeni, 
postane mrka in ves čas čaka na novice o Antíi. Čez čas se ta jeza in obup spremenita v apatijo, 
ki traja dolgo let, dokler ne dobi novic od Bee. Te novice, ki jih Penelopina prijateljica prenese 
Juliet v "Tišini", imajo na Julieto veliko globlji vpliv, saj se loti pisanja pisma, spremeni 
odločitev, da ne gre na Portugalsko, zopet jo prevzamejo čustva, ki jih je ves čas potiskala v 
ozadje, v zgodbi pa to nima tako daljnosežnega vpliva, da bi zavzelo Julietino življenje, pač pa 
jo bolj kot ne vznemiri, da začne o tem razmišljati. Julieta v filmu postane zopet obsedena z 
Antío, ko o njej sliši novice, vendar se to njeno prevpraševanje sprevrže v obup, saj se zopet 
vrne v stanovanje, kjer sta živeli, vsi njeni spomini pa jo začnejo razjedati. Na koncu, ko 
pristane v bolnici, ji Lorenzo prinese Antíino pismo. Konec je veliko bolj optimističen kot v 
zgodbi, saj se Julieta odpravi na obisk k Antíi, in čeprav do tega srečanja fizično ne pride in ne 
poznamo izteka dogodkov, dobimo pogled v Antíino življenje. V pismu ji namreč zaupa, da se 
je eden od njenih sinov utopil in šele zdaj razume Julietino stisko matere. Julieta in Antía sta 
ponovno združeni, ker sta materi. Podoba družine in s tem tudi podoba odnosa med materjo in 
hčerko je, kot poudarja Sanja Ignjatović, pri Almodóvarju v tem primeru bolj tradicionalna, saj 
jo predstavlja kot osnovno celico, od katere se ni mogoče odmakniti in brez katere je nemogoče 
funkcionirati normalno (Ignjatović 62), medtem ko je pri Munro ta vlogo malce bolj fluidna, 
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saj si lahko Penelope in Juliet, četudi vsaka s svojim bremenom preteklosti, ustvarita lastni 
življenji.  
13.  KRIVDA ZARADI SAMOMORA MOŠKEGA NA VLAKU:SLAB ĆLOVEK? 
V prvi zgodbi "Priložnost" se krivda prvič pojavi takrat, ko k Juliet na vlaku pristopi gospod v 
srednjih letih in se usede poleg nje. Juliet sluti, da si gospod ne želi nič drugega kot zgolj 
druženja, vendar si kljub temu želi, da bi jo pustil pri miru. Dejstvo, da kljub nejevoljnosti 
odgovarja na njegova vprašanja, pripisuje zadregi, vzgoji in usmiljenju. Kljub temu da se 
zaveda, da gospod ne išče ljubice, temveč prijateljico, že samo besedno zvezo, ki jo gospod 
uporabi ("delati si družbo"), sprejme z velikim nelagodjem. Juliet se namreč že celo življenje 
počuti, da ljudem, ki je ne zanimajo, posveča preveč pozornosti, kar pripisuje svojemu 
odraščanju v majhnem mestu in v dekliškem domu. Odloči se, da njun pogovor prekine in 
zapusti vagon. Svojega dejanja najprej ne obžaluje in ga celo dojema kot svojo prvo zmago 
takšne vrste. Juliet je ponosna, da se je uspela upreti svoji lastni tendenci po usmiljenju nad 
nekom, ki je bil v slabem čustvenem stanju, kljub temu pa jo že takoj ob zapustitvi vagona 
začne razjedati občutek krivde, ki se kasneje samo še stopnjuje, ko Juliet izve, da se je moški 
vrgel pod vlak in storil samomor. Juliet ogovori Erica, saj misli, da je zdravnik, in ga začne 
spraševati o umrlem moškem. Eric jo vpraša, če ga je poznala, kar Juliet zanika. Ker ji Eric ne 
izda ničesar, se Juliet počuti osramočeno in nagnusno, saj svojo lastno radovednost dojema kot 
nečloveško in nedopustno. Svojo stisko izrazi tako, da začne pisati pismo svojim staršem. Na 
tak način se pomirja, saj je pripovedovanja zabavnih zgodb vajena že iz samega otroštva. Nato 
med branjem knjige zaspi, v kupeju pa se ji pridruži Eric, s katerim se zaplete v pogovor. Eric 
se ji opraviči za svojo nevljudnost, Juliet pa preplavijo solze sramote, ko mu zaupa, kakšen je 
bil stik z umrlim moškim. V svoji pripovedi ne omeni gospodove prošnje, da bi si delala družbo, 
saj se ji zdi, da bi jo to samo še bolj razžalostilo.  
»Ljudje zmotijo ženske,« je rekel. »Laže kot moške.« 
»Da. Res jih.« 
»Zdi se jim, da bodo ženske gotovo prijaznejše.«  
»Ampak hotel se je samo z nekom pogovarjati,« je rekla in malce presedlala na nasprotno stran. »Želel je nekoga 
za pogovor, bolj kot jaz nisem želela nikogar. Tega se zdaj zavedam. In nisem videti zlobna. Nisem videti kruta. 
A sem bila.« (Munro, Ubežnica 67) 
Juliet se zave, da Eric njeno izpoved morda dojema kot pretirano dramatiziranje, kar jo celo 
spravlja v smeh, njen občutek krivde pa ob njunem pogovoru precej hitro zbledi.  
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Krivda, ki jo Juliet občuti, je prehodna, gre za nekakšen občutek, da bi lahko spremenila potek 
dogodkov, če bi bila do moškega prijazna. Ta občutek izhaja iz njene vzgoje in navad, ki se jih 
je držala skozi življenje, vendar je ne posrka vase do te mere, kot se to zgodi pri Julieti v filmu, 
kot bom opisala v nadaljevanju. Juliet doživi nekakšen šok, da se je to zgodilo ravno moškemu, 
ki ga je zavrnila, počuti se slabo, ker ve, da bi lahko ravnala drugače. Po drugi strani pa se te 
krivde ne oklepa in se v nadaljevanju raje posveti pogovoru z Ericom o drugih stvareh, saj se 
zdi, da njemu niti najmanj ni do tega, da bi pogovor še naprej tekel v to smer. Težko bi torej 
rekli, da gre pri Juliet v tem primeru za krivdo, ki jo zaznamuje ali pri njej pusti kakršnokoli 
spremembo, saj se v ta spomin kasneje v zgodbi (in v drugih dveh zgodbah) nikoli več ne vrne. 
Kot omenja Janice Kulyk Keefer, iz Munrojinih kratkih zgodb umanjka sama povezava med 
vzrokom in razlogom za krivdo (Keefer 45).  
Pri Almodóvarju je občutek krivde za smrt moškega na vlaku pri Julieti veliko močnejši in 
trajnejši. Ko se pogovarjata, je Julieta zelo neodzivna, ta moški uporabi isto besedno zvezo kot 
moški v knjigi, "delati se družbo", ki Julieto tako razburi, da se odpravi iz kupeja in za trenutek 
pozabi na pripetljaj, ker v drugem vagonu sreča Xoana. Z njim se zaplete v pogovor, ki nima 
zveze z moškim in krivdo, ampak bolj s spoznavanjem, ob katerem je čutiti takojšnjo 
privlačnost. Kasneje, ko po postanku z vlakom zadenejo ob oviro in potniki na vlaku na hodniku 
začnejo razpravljati o tem, kaj so zadeli, se Julieta zazre v prazen prostor v kupeju in dve 
sopotnici povpraša, če sta videli moža z očali. Julieta postane sumničava, saj vidi, da so vse 
njegove stvari še tam in pogleda v njegovo torbo. Ko ugotovi, da je prazna, lahko z njenega 
obraza razberemo slutnjo, da se je gospodu zgodilo nekaj slabega, videti je, kot da bi Julieta to 
dogajanje povezala s trkom vlaka. Julieto spremljamo, kako se razburjeno sprehaja po vlaku, in 
ko stopi do vrat vlaka, zagleda, kako Xoan in drugi moški na nosilih nosijo pokrito truplo. Steče 
k Xoanu in ga vpraša, če nosijo jelena, saj upa, da se njene slutnje niso uresničile. Ko Xoan to 
zanika, Julieta takoj ve, da so povozili moškega z vlaka. Videti je zelo pretresena, Xoan jo drži 
za ramena, medtem ko mu Julieta opisuje moškega, s katerim se je pogovarjala, videti je zelo 
obremenjena z dogodkom. V naslednji sceni Xoan sedi na mestu moškega, s katerim si je Julieta 
delila kupe. Pove mu, da se je moški želel pogovarjati, a si ona tega ni želela, saj so jo njegovi 
pogledi živcirali, zato je pobegnila. Julieta razloži, da se ni zavedala, da je tako potrt, Xoan pa 
jo tolaži. 
X: »Vsako dekle bi tako ravnalo.«  
J: »Morali bi opaziti.« 
X: »Ne muči se, tako ali tako bi se ubil.« 
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 J: »Zakaj je nosil prazen kovček?«  
X: »Ne vem, predvidevam, da ni hotel izstopati. Vse je imel načrtovano. Nihče se ne ubije, ker lepotici ni do 
pogovora.« (Julieta 2016) 
Zdi se, da Julieto Xoanova obrazložitev potolaži. Xoan se uleže ob njej, nato pa imata spolni 
odnos v kupeju. Čez leta, ko Antía odide od doma, jo ta spomin znova dohiti, ko se s solzami v 
očeh spomni te krivde, ki jo je takrat občutila, kar je indic, da se je, v nasprotju z Munrojino 
Juliet, nikoli ni zares otresla.  
14.  KRIVDA V ODNOSU DO MATERE: SLABA HČI? 
Čisto na koncu zgodbe "Kmalu" se pri Julieti vzbudi občutek krivde, da mame ni zaščitila, kot 
moraš zaščititi to, kar se zgodi doma, »kot najbolje lahko, kolikor dolgo lahko« (Munro, 
Ubežnica 121). Do tega občutka krivde pride šele po Sarini smrti, ko znova prebere pismo, ki 
ga je Ericu napisala, ko sta bili z Antío prvič na obisku pri njenih starših. Njen oče si po mamini 
smrti poišče drugo žensko, kolegico učiteljico, in podre hišo, kjer sta živela skupaj s Saro. 
Julieta se počuti krivo, da ni preživela več časa s svojo mamo, dokler je bila še živa, in da ni 
ustregla njeni želji, da bi se večkrat videli. Spomni se Sarinih besed, ko je Juliet povedala, da 
jo vedno znova tolaži, ko se spomni, da jo bo kmalu videla, Juliet pa se na njene besede ne 
odzove. Ta krivda in občutek, da ni bila dobra hčerka, jo kasneje zelo tareta in prizadeneta. Po 
drugi strani je njen občutek krivde povezan tudi z mamino boleznijo (boleha za rakom) in njeno 
lastno nemočjo, da ji pomaga.  
Julieta ima s svojo mamo v filmu zelo povezan odnos, kot sem že prej omenjala, zato te krivde 
ne občuti tudi, ko čez leta Sara umre. Mamo skuša zaščititi, ko vidi, da se je oče zapletel z 
veliko mlajšo gospodinjo, in se trudi, da bi z njo preživela čim več časa, ko sta z Antío na 
obisku. Te krivde tu ni zaznati niti v retrospektivi. Julieta je v filmu predstavljena kot vzorna in 
zvesta hčerka, medtem ko nam Munro tega občutka v zgodbi "Kmalu" ne poda.  
15.  KRIVDA, KI JI JO VZBUJA AILO: KRIVDA ŽENSKE 
Ailo, Ericova gospodinja, ki kot stranski lik nastopa v Munrojinih zgodbah o Juliet, je zelo 
zanimiv lik z vidika krivde, ki ga sproža pri Juliet. Ko se prvič srečata, ji takoj izkaže 
neodobravanje glede njenega obiska, saj kot poročena ženska s tradicionalnimi vrednotami ne 
more podpreti Julietine namere, da bi videla Erica, ki je ravnokar izgubil ženo. Po drugi strani 
jo sooči z dejstvom, da moški potrebuje žensko, ki izpolnjuje njegove potrebe in mu je v pomoč, 
torej žensko, ki skrbi za hišo (v tem primeru njo), in žensko, ki ga seksualno zadovoljuje. Tako 
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ji omeni, da se Eric dobiva s Christo, in jo celo skuša odvrniti, da bi Erica počakala doma, Juliet 
pa se kljub temu odloči ostati. Med potekom zgodbe je jasno, da Ailo v Juliet vzbuja negativne 
občutke, ki bi jih lahko označili kot krivdo, saj po njenem mnenju ne ustreza podobi ženske, ki 
jo Xoan potrebuje, v njej zaseje dvom že od samega začetka, njeni strahovi pa se čez leta 
potrdijo, ko izve, da jo je Xoan prevaral z Avo. Ti tradicionalni vzorci razmerja med moškim 
in žensko so globoko zakoreninjeni v Ailo, Juliet pa, čeprav se jim skuša zavestno upreti, 
preganjajo celo življenje, predvsem glede odnosa z Ericom, njune odločitve, da se ne poročita, 
in Christine prisotnosti.  
V filmu ima Marian zelo podoben karakter, Juliete v resnici nikoli ne sprejme, a pri njej glede 
krivde odigra veliko večjo vlogo. Ko se Xoan in Julieta spreta zaradi Xoanovega skoka čez plot 
z Avo in Julieta išče novo službo kot profesorica klasične literature, ji Marian reče, da se bo, če 
ne bo ostala doma kot gospodinja, zgodilo to, kar se vedno zgodi. Ko jo Julieta vpraša, kaj 
natančno misli s tem, ji Marian nič ne odgovori, vendar lahko iz ostalega konteksta in tega, da 
je zelo konzervativna in tradicionalna ženska, sklepamo, da misli, da bo Xoan ponovno skočil 
čez plot, če Julieta ne sprejme svoje vloge ženske, kot si jo sama predstavlja, in sicer, da je 
doma pri možu, kot ji to tudi obrazloži. Julietino odločitev, da se bo znova zaposlila, namreč 
sprejme z velikim neodobravanjem in celo prezirom. Po tem dogodku in Xoanovi tragični smrti 
se v Julieti naseli tudi krivda za Xoanovo smrt, saj čuti, da bi lahko ravnala drugače, medtem 
ko pri Munrojevi Juliet ni tako, nikjer namreč ni izraženo, da se čuti kriva za Ericovo smrt, zato 
je Marianino svarilo toliko pomembnejše za sam razvoj dogodkov, kot je s tega vidika 
pomembno Ailino opozorilo.  
16.  POVEZAVA MED KULTURO IN KRIVDO 
Almodóvar je leta 2016 v intervjuju za BBC povedal, da je ob branju Munrojinih zgodb čutil, 
da jim manjka občutek krivde, ki ga je sam prenesel iz španske kulture.  
 "This sense of guilt isn't there in the Alice Munro stories. I'm transferring that, bringing it in from my own culture, 
the Spanish culture" (Almodóvar v intervjuju za BBC). 
V nadaljevanju bom prestavila korelacijo med kulturo in občutkom krivde, ki ga je preučevala 
baskovska psihologinja Itziar Etxebarria. V svojem članku "Guilt: An Emotion Under 
Suspicion" Etxebarria navaja zgodnje študije, ki sta jih izvajali Margaret Mead (1937) in Ruth 
Benedict (1946), ki sta razlikovali t. i. kulture krivde in kulture sramu. Razlika med prvo in 
drugo skupino je v tem, da kulture sramu nadzirajo obnašanje svojih pripadnikov preko 
zunanjih dejavnikov/sankcij, medtem ko so pri kulturah krivde prisotne notranje sankcije, ki jih 
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posameznik izvaja sam pri sebi, ko posvoji določene socialne norme. Kulture sramu so po 
navadi nezahodnjaške kulture, medtem ko so zahodne kulture kulture krivde. Kot ugotavlja 
Etxebarria, je iz tega mogoče sklepati, da so določene kulture bolj dovzetne za občutek krivde 
kot druge, kar podpirajo tudi določene druge študije, ki jih avtorica omenja v svojem članku. 
Ena izmed študij, ki je preučevala neposredno korelacijo med kulturami in občutki krivde, je 
študija, ki je bila leta 1995 izvedena v 37 državah. V tej študiji so raziskovali razliko med 
občutkom sramu in krivde in kulturne razlike pri občutenju teh emocij. To študijo sta izvedla 
Wallbott in Scherer. Raziskavo sta izvajala preko vprašalnikov, udeleženci pa so prosto 
odgovarjali na vprašanja. Ta analiza je pokazala, da je občutek sramu bolj prisoten v 
kolektivističnih kulturah, "high-power distance" in "high-uncertainty avoidance" kulturah, 
medtem ko je v individualističnih kulturah, "low-power distance" in "low-uncertainty 
avoidance" kulturah prevladal občutek krivde. Pojmi, ki jih navajata, so dandanes predvsem 
poznani zaradi 5-D modela, ki ga je razvil Geert Hofstede, nemški socialni psiholog leta 1980, 
in ki jih bom na tem mestu razložila zaradi nadaljnjega razumevanja.  
INDIVIDUALISTIČNE IN KOLEKTIVISTIČNE KULTURE 
Individualistične kulture so tiste kulture, kjer so ljudje odgovorni sami zase in za svojo 
neposredno družino, medtem ko so v kolektivističnih kulturah ljudje odgovorni za skupino in 
eden za drugega skrbijo v zameno za zvestobo (Hofstede Insights, »National Culture«).  
"POWER DISTANCE" ("DISTANCA DO OBLASTI") 
Pri "power distance" gre za opazovanje, v kolikšni meri manj vplivni člani določene kulture in 
njenih institucij in organizacij pričakujejo in sprejemajo, da je moč neenakomerno razporejena. 
Pri "low-power distance" kulturah se ljudje s tem težje sprijaznijo, medtem ko je pri "high-
power distance" kulturah to bolj sprejemljivo in obravnavano kot nekaj običajnega (Clearly 
Cultural). 
"UNCERTAINTY AVOIDANCE" ("IZOGIBANJE NEGOTOVOSTI") 
"Uncertainty avoidance" je povezana z načinom, kako se družba sooča z dejstvom, da 
prihodnost ne more biti nikoli znana. Ta dvoumnost prinaša s seboj določene občutke tesnobe 
in načine, kako se kulture s tem občutkom spopadajo. "High uncertainty avoidance" kulture so 
običajne bolj bojijo negotovosti, ker jim ta prinaša več stresa. Bolje se počutijo v okolju, kjer 
imajo lahko stvari pod kontrolo in kjer velja določen red (Hofstede Insights, »National 
Culture«). Ta sistem pravil jim zagotavlja določeno varnost in hkrati vpliva na njihovo 
obnašanje in definira njihova prepričanja. Nove ideje jih spravljajo v nelagodje in neradi 
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opravljajo rizična dejanja, za katera nimajo zagotovila po uspehu. V takšnih kulturah so starejši 
ljudje zelo spoštovani ali se jih mlajši celo bojijo. Ko se otroci učijo o svoji lastni kulturi, ne 
smejo prevpraševati njenih načel. Pripadniki "high-uncertainty avoidance" kultur so lahko bolj 
zadržani do ljudi, ki se od njih kakorkoli razlikujejo, in posledično lažje razvijejo znake 
ksenofobije. V nasprotju s slednjimi so pripadniki "low-uncertainty avoidance kultur" bolj 
dovzetni za spremembe in se ne obremenjujejo toliko z načrtovanjem prihodnosti. Pravila, ki 
jim jih postavlja družba, nimajo takšnega vpliva nanje in dovolijo si prevpraševati ljudi na višjih 
položajih. Mladi ljudje imajo pravico do prevpraševanja določenih kulturnih norm, manj so 
zadržani do ljudi, ki so drugačni od njih (Hofstede, »Culture's Consequences«). 
 
V analizi Walbott in Schererja, ki jo omenja Etxeberria, se je v prvi skupini, kolektivističnih, 
"high power distance" in "high uncertainty avoidance" kultur, ki naj bi bile kulture sramu, 
znašla tudi Španija skupaj z Mehiko, Venezuelo, Indijo, Brazilijo, Francijo, Čilom, Grčijo in 
Portugalsko, medtem ko so se v drugi skupini znašle države, kot so Švedska, Norveška Finska, 
Nova Zelandija in Združene države Amerike. Glede na študije, ki so bile izvedene po 
Hofstedovem modelu, je mogoče Kanado uvrstiti v drugo skupino. Wallbott in Scherer sta 
ugotovila povezavo z religijo in občutkom krivde, saj pripadniki kultur krivde izhajajo iz 
pretežno protestantskih kultur, ki v t. i. kulturah sramu ni toliko razširjena. Etxeberria ugotavlja, 
da čeprav Wallbott in Scherer govorita o individualističnih kulturah kot kulturah krivde, je iz 
njunih raziskav mogoče sklepati samo, da v teh kulturah izkušnja sramu ni tako jasna in je 
pogosto prisotna tudi krivda, bolj, kot se to dogaja v kolektivističnih kulturah. Iz podatkov ni 
mogoče sklepati, da bi pripadniki individualističnih kultur doživljali krivdo pogosteje ali z 
večjo intenziteto kot pripadniki kolektivističnih kultur, razen v primeru povzročitve škode 
drugim, ki je bolj prisotna v kolektivističnih kulturah.  
Tako sram kot krivda sta, sicer v različnih odtenkih, prisotna tako v filmu kot v kratkih zgodbah. 
V zgodbah je pogosto prisoten občutek sramu v zvezi z glavno protagonistko, npr. na mestu, 
ko Juliet vpraša Erica o preminulem moškem, po drugi strani pa je sram prisoten ves čas tudi 
pri Julieti v filmu. Že na začetku filmu vidimo Julieto, ki piše pismo svoji hčerki in ji pove, da 
ji bo povedala vse, kar ji do sedaj ni zmogla povedati, ker jo je bilo preprosto sram. Kot navaja 
Etxebarria je samo čustvo krivde v resnici univerzalno. 
 »This may be said not only of certain universal experiences of guilt, but, moreover, guilt feelings seem to have a 
basic function in human relations, fundamental in any culture, of a clearly positive nature« (Etxebarria 107). 
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 Prav zaradi tega so morebitne kulturne implikacije v tem smislu zanemarljive in so, v kolikor 
so prisotne, bolj vezane na sam način izražanja krivde kot na sam občutek le-te. Na tem mestu 
velja omeniti, da je vprašanje sramu in krivde tudi pomembna tema teoretsko-psihoanalitičnih 
in filozofskih feminističnih študij.  
17.  FILMSKI IN LITERARNI PRISTOP K OBRAVNAVI KRIVDE 
 
FILMSKI PRISTOP PRI ALMODÓVARJU 
 
FILMSKA GLASBA 
Študij, ki preučujejo vpliv glasbe na določene občutke, je veliko. Ena izmed njih je tudi študija, 
ki jo v svojem članku "Brain correlates of music-evoked emotions" omenja Stefan Koelsch in 
ki kaže na to, da glasba neposredno vpliva na aktivnost v tistih možganskih strukturah, ki so 
povezane z občutenjem emocij, zato se glasbo uporablja celo za zdravljenje težjih psihiatričnih 
in nevroloških motenj. Vloga filmske glasbe je po eni strani sicer drugačna, saj je postavljena 
znotraj konteksta fikcije, po drugi strani pa skušajo režiserji skrbno izbrati glasbeno podlago, 
da bi pri gledalcu vzpodbudili ali zatrli določena čustva, ki jih ustvarjajo z vizualno podobo. V 
Julieti je glasba uporabljena podporno in se sklada z vizualno podobo. Almodóvar je tudi v tem 
filmu stavil predvsem na instrumentalno glasbo Alberta Iglesiasa, s katerim redno sodeluje. Ta 
skladnost z vizualno podobo je prisotna tudi v povezavi z občutkom krivde, ki se vzbujajo v 
Julieti in drugih protagonistih. Ko se npr. Antía poslavlja od Juliete in se Julieta spominja 
preminulega Xoana in moškega z vlaka, dveh moških, ki sta jo zaznamovala z občutkom krivde, 
lahko v ozadju slišimo umirjeno, otožno pesem, ki jo je Iglesias naslovil z Despedida de Antía. 
Ta glasba je prisotna tudi, ko se Julieta odpravi po Antío. Povezana je z Julietino zaskrbljenostjo 
in strahom, da znova izgublja tisto, kar ji je pri srcu in da se preteklost znova ponavlja. Glasba 
podpira tudi Xoanov odhod na ribolov tik pred nevihto in Julietino čakanje na novice v njunem 
domu, ko se začne spraševati, kam je Xoan odšel in zakaj ga še vedno ni domov. Almodóvar jo 
poveže tudi z zvoki bučečega morja in zvoki nevihte, kar še dodatno podpre gledalčevo slutnjo, 
da se bo zgodilo nekaj tragičnega, nekaj, kar bo Julieto zaznamovalo za vedno. Glasba, v kateri 
prevladuje predvsem zvok violine, spremlja tudi Julietine apatične trenutke, ko se brez volje in 
vdana v usodo sprehaja po mestu po Xoanovi smrti skupaj z Beo in Antío. Kot izpostavlja 
muzikolog A. Jiménez Arévalo, je glasba Alberta Iglesiasa v filmih Pedra Almodóvarja zelo 
skladna z modelom melodrame, žanra, ki je prisoten v večini njegovih filmov (Arévalo 154).  
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Edina neinstrumentalna glasba, ki jo je Almodóvar vključil v ta film, je uspešnica Chavele 
Vargas Si no te vas, preminule kostariško-mehiške pevke, katere pesmi je Almodóvar vključil 
že v svoj film Visoke pete (1991) in se ji poklonil tudi v dokumentarcu Chavela. Ta pesem je 
uporabljena čisto na koncu filma in odraža čustva, ki jih je Julieta mnogo let zadrževala v sebi. 
Pesem govori o bolečini in teži odhoda ljubljene osebe, hkrati pa tudi o zapletenosti odnosa v 
primeru, da bi oseba, ki je odšla, ostala. V pesmi sta prisotni nostalgija in hrepenenje po vrnitvi 
v dvojino, ki je osebo, ki se v pesmi izpoveduje, napolnjevala z občutkom neizmerne ljubezni. 
Chavelin otožni glas spremlja Julietino in Lorenzovo pot k Antíi in se zliva z galicijsko 
pokrajino, po kateri se vozita. Na tem mestu krivda že prerašča v olajšanje in upanje na boljšo 
prihodnost, saj se bosta z Antío znova srečali. Njena bolečina prvič dobi glas in to je edini način, 
da se lahko z njo spopade.  
CHAVELA VARGAS: SI NO TE VAS 
 
Si no te vas, te voy a dar mi vida 
si no te vas, vas a saber quien soy 
vas a tener lo que muy pocas gentes 
algo muy tuyo 
mucho, mucho amor 
Hay cuanto diera yo 
por verte una vez mas 
amor de mi cariño 
Por Dios que si te vas 
me vas a hacer llorar 
como cuando era un niño 
Si tu te vas 
se va a acabar mi mundo 
el mundo donde solo existes tu 
no te vayas, no quiero que te vayas 
por que si tu te vas 
en ese mismo instante 
muero yo 
Hay cuanto diera yo 
por verte una vez mas 
amor de mi cariño 
Por Dios que si te vas 
me vas a hacer llorar 
como cuando era un niño 
Si tu te vas 
se va a acabar mi mundo 
el mundo donde solo existes tu 
no te vayas no quiero que te vayas 
por que si tu te vas 
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en ese mismo instante 





Almodóvar v svojih filmih rad uporablja osebne predmete. Na začetku filma se v ozadju 
Julietinega približanega obraza pojavi slika britanskega surrealista Luciana Freuda, ki je 
portretiral ljudi. Na sliki je portretiran moški s trpečim obrazom, ki zre naravnost v Julieto. 
Njegov obraz je načet, lahko bi ga primerjali z obrazom Juliete, ki jo začne loviti preteklost 
takoj po tem, ko sreča Beo, ki ji pove, da je govorila z Antío. To je obraz preteklosti, obraz 
krivde, ki se ji je Julieta začasno umaknila, a od nje nikoli ni mogla ubežati. Drugi primer 
predmeta je kipec sedečega moškega, ki ga v filmu spremljamo večkrat, kot predmet krivde pa 
se pojavi na začetku, ko ga Julieta spravi v škatlo. Gre za kipec, ki ji ga je podarila Ava, iz 
ostalega dogajanja pa lahko sklepamo, da gre za portret preminulega Xoana, ki sedi na stolu 
poleg postelje in opazuje spečo in golo Julieto. Krivda, ki jo Julieta občuti zaradi odhoda in 
oddaljitve svoje hčerke, je predvsem vezana na Xoanovo smrt in Julietino prevpraševanje lastne 
odgovornosti za nesrečen razplet dogodkov. 
IZRAZNA MIMIKA 
Izrazna mimika, ki jo morajo obvladati igralci, če se želijo vživeti v čustvo svojega karakterja, 
je zelo izrazna tudi v Almodóvarjevem filmu. Da bi igralci lahko avtentično odigrali zahtevana 
čustva, se pogosto poslužujejo metode Stanislawskega, ki je bila razvita leta 1975. Po tej metodi 
se igralci vživijo v določeno čustvo na ta način, da podoživljajo emocije, ki so jih že doživeli, 
in jih poskušajo izraziti v okviru njihove predstave oziroma, ko morajo odigrati določeno vlogo 
v filmu. Igralci se morajo naučiti izbrati in priklicati potrebne emocionalne izkušnje in hkrati 
znati portretirati le-te tako, da jih postavijo v kontekst svojega lika. 
 
Izrazna mimika obeh igralk, ki odigrata lik Juliete, Adriane Ugarte (mlada Julieta) in Emme 
Suarez (Julieta v srednjih letih), je zelo izrazita, tudi kar se tiče občutka krivde. Julieta pove 
Antíi, da je Xoan umrl, in jo ta na hitro objame, takoj zatem pa se obrne k Bei, s katero zares 
čustvuje, na njenem obrazu pa ni zaznati samo trpljenja, pač pa tudi občutek krivde, da je 
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trpljenje povzročila svoji hčerki. To krivdo pri Julieti prvič zaznamo, ko moški na vlaku stori 
samomor, in jo spremljamo vse do konca filma, ko se Julieta odpravi k odrasli Antíi na obisk.  
Čeprav čustva niso izražena tako ekstremno, kot se to velikokrat zgodi v Almodóvarjevih 
filmih, npr. v Ženske na robu živčnega zloma (1988), Almodóvar krivdo Juliete konstantno 
ohranja prav preko izrazne mimike. Julieta je ves čas apatična in obdana z bolečino, in čeprav 
ji skuša uteči (ko se odloči, da bo življenje v Madridu pustila za sabo in se z Lorenzom preselila 
na Portugalsko), jo ta zasleduje in Julieta ji vedno znova podleže. Na njenem obrazu ni zaznati 
sreče, vse odkar Xoan umre, iskreno se nasmeje le Lorenzu na začetku filma in ko jo 
spremljamo v retrospektivi pred Xoanovo smrtjo. 
RETROSPEKTIVA 
Celoten film je zasnovan retrospektivno. Na začetku filma vidimo odraslo Julieto, ki se z 
Lorenzom odpravlja živet na Portugalsko. Dogajanje je prvič postavljeno v preteklost, ko 
Julieta brska po svojih stvareh in najde Antíino sliko, celotno dogajanje pa se v celoti postavi v 
retrospektivo po tem, ko Julieta sreča Beo, Antíino prijateljico iz otroštva. Ko se odloči, da se 
z Lorenzom ne bo preselila na Portugalsko in bo ostala v Madridu, se ponovno preseli v isto 
zgradbo, kjer sta živeli z Antío (stanovanje, kjer sta prej bivali z Antío, je že zasedeno), in začne 
za mizo pisati pismo. To pismo, ki je v bistvu pismo Antíi, se začne s tem, da Julieta Antíi 
napiše, da ji bo povedala vse, za kar do zdaj ni imela priložnosti, da bi ji povedala, ali pa ji tega 
ni povedala iz sramu. Pripovedovanje je Julietina katarza, na tak način izraža krivdo, ki jo je 
vsa leta težila; krivdo za smrt moškega na vlaku, krivdo za Xoanovo smrt in krivdo za Antíin 
odhod. Ta retrospektiva dokazuje, da je krivda prisotna celotno Julietino življenje, dogajanje je 
postavljeno izključno v sedanjost, šele ko Julieta od Antíe prejme povabilo, da jo obišče.  
 
LITERARNI PRISTOP PRI ALICE MUNRO 
 
RETROSPEKTIVA 
V kratkih zgodbah je dogajanje najbolj retrospektivno zastavljeno v tretji zgodbi "Tišina", v 
"Priložnost" in "Kmalu" pa je dogajanje predstavljeno bolj homogeno. Juliet v Munrojinih 
zgodbah spoznamo v treh življenjskih obdobjih. V "Priložnosti" spoznamo mlado Julieto, ki se 
odpravlja na obisk k Ericu, ki ga je spoznala na vlaku, retrospektiva je tu prisotna zgolj do te 
mere, da se bralec sooči s Julietino krivdo, ki jo je občutila za smrt moškega na vlaku, opisom 
njenega odraščanja in šolanja ter samega srečanja z Ericom. V "Kmalu" se Juliet z enoletno 
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Penelope odpravi na obisk k svojim staršem. Tu je dogajanje retrospektivno glede njenega 
odnosa z družino, predvsem z mamo, in njenih osebnih prepričanj (liberalnih pogledov na zakon 
in vero). V tretji zgodbi "Tišina" pa je dogajanje postavljeno najbolj retrospektivno in s tem v 
tem smislu najbolj obremenjeno s krivdo, saj Julieta analizira svoj odnos s hčerko, čeprav se 
dogajanje začne s tem, da se odpravi ponjo v center duhovne rasti. V zgodbah umanjka občutek, 
da je Juliet ujeta v preteklosti, saj jo spoznamo v treh različnih obdobjih. Bralec razume, da so 
predstavljene neke prelomnice, ki so Juliet zaznamovale, da gre za pomembne dogodke v 
njenem življenju, vendar nimamo občutkov, da Juliet tako preganjajo, kot je to prisotno v filmu. 
Na ta način je retrospektiva sicer s krivdo povezana, vendar protagonistke ne zaznamuje na 
enak način. 
PERSONALNI IN TRETJEOSEBNI PRIPOVEDOVALEC  
V zgodbah o Julieti je prisoten tretjeosebni in personalni pripovedovalec. Po Alojziji Zupan 
Sosič, je »razlika med prvoosebnim in tretjeosebnim pripovedovalcem v načinu, s pomočjo 
katerega pripovedovalec opazuje dogodke v zgodbi in način motivacije za izbor tega, kar 
pripoveduje« (Sosič 55). Sosič navaja tudi Stanzela, ki razlikuje med pripovedno motivacijo 
prvoosebnega in tretjeosebnega pripovedovalca in meni, »da je pripovedna motivacija pri 
tretjeosebnem pripovedovalcu vedno literarnoestetska, ne pa eksistencialna (kot pri 
prvoosebnem)« (55). Sosič izbiri tretjeosebnega pripovedovalca pripisuje večjo brezosebnost 
in omenja tudi drugo tipologijo pripovedovalca, ki ni zasnovana na podlagi slovnične osebe. 
Gre za Stanzlovo tročlensko tipologijo, ki razlikuje med avktorialnim, prvoosebnim in 
personalnim pripovedovalcem. Janko Kos poglavitno razliko med avktorialnim ali 
avtoritativnim pripovedovalcem in personalnim pripovedovalcem vidi predvsem v omejitvi 
vednosti, ki je značilna za slednjega, saj »personalni pripovedovalec pripoveduje s stališča 
pripovednih oseb, njihovih izkušenj, zaznav in predstav« (Kos 9–10).  
Po eni strani je pri Julieti pripoved personalizirana preko personalnega pripovedovalca, po drugi 
strani pa slovnična tretjeosebnost odvzema težo Julietine krivde. V filmu je naracija 
personalizirana do te mere, da na celotno dogajanje gledamo tako, kot ga je doživljala Julieta, 
po drugi strani pa gledamo tudi Julieto samo, njene odzive in odzive drugih oseb na dogajanje, 





18. ODNOS MED MOŠKIM IN ŽENSKO, POLOŽAJ ŽENSK IN 
SEKSUALNOST 
   ODNOS MED JULIETO IN XOANOM V FILMU 
 
Julieta in Xoan se spoznata na vlaku. Julieta ga prva ogovori, ko oba opazujeta jelena, ki v soju 
luči teče ob vlaku, in poda opazko, da zagotovo išče samico, Xoan pa jo pri tem poželjivo 
pogleda. Ko se zapleteta v pogovor, Julieta izve, da ima Xoan doma ženo, ki je v komi, nato pa 
se odnos med njima malce poglobi, ko moški z vlaka stori samomor in jo Xoan tolaži. Ko skupaj 
zaspita v kupeju, drug drugega opazujeta, nato pa imata spolni odnos. Čez čas na šolo, kjer 
Julieta uči, prispe pismo, v katerem Xoan Julieto sicer ne izrecno povabi na obisk, vendar Julieta 
vseeno pride k njemu. Ko prispe, se najprej sreča z gospodinjo Marian, ki ji pove, da je Xoan 
odsoten, saj je na obisku pri Avi, svoji ljubici, kar v Julieti zaseje prvi dvom. Ko se Xoan vrne 
domov, najde Julieto, ki ga pričaka v njegovi hiši. Julieta se odloči, da bo ostala pri njem. Njuno 
razmerje je na začetku zelo strastno, Julieta kmalu zanosi in se po porodu odpravi na obisk k 
svojim staršem z malo Antío. Ko se vrne, ugotovi, da si je v času njene odsotnosti Xoan na roko 
vtetoviral incialki AJ, nad čimer je zelo ganjena, saj sklepa, da predstavljata začetnico njenega 
imena in imena njune hčerke Antíe, česar ji Xoan sicer ne potrdi izrecno. Njegova 
redkobesednost zaznamuje njuno celotno razmerje, saj se ne pogovarjata o stvareh, ki Julieto 
očitno motijo: nepojasnjeno razmerje med Avo in Xoanom iz preteklosti in Marianino 
vpletenost v intimne zadeve. Ko Antía malce odraste in gre prvič od doma v času poletnih 
počitnic v počitniški kamp, se zgodi prelomen trenutek. Marian ji v tem času namreč pove, da 
se je Xoan pred leti, ko je Julieta z Antío odšla na obisk k svojim staršem, večkrat vrnil k Avi. 
To med partnerjema povzroči spor in veliko mero nezaupanja, ker pa se Xoan o tem noče 
pogovarjati in odide na ribolov v času nevihte, kjer tudi umre, njun spor ostane za vedno 
nerazrešen. Juileta si celo življenje očita, da ga je prav ona pognala v smrt s svojim jeznim 
izbruhom, ta dogodek pa je tudi odločilen trenutek za vse nadaljnje dogajanje v filmu. Julieta 
se namreč s Xoanovo smrtjo ne more sprijazniti do te mere, da postane popolnoma apatična in 









Odnos med Ericom in Juliet je skoraj izključno opisan v kratki zgodbi "Priložnost", nekaj pa o 
njunen razmerju izvemo tudi v zgodbi "Tišina". Na začetku izvemo, da Eric, tako kot v filmu, 
Juliet pošlje pismo, v katerem jo povabi na obisk. Njegova žena je v komi, z drugo žensko pa 
ima enajstletnega otroka. Juliet je zelo vznemirjena, saj z moškimi nima veliko izkušenj. Ima 
sicer namen oditi k njemu domov, vendar razmišlja o tem, da bi se mu zlagala, da ima njena 
sodelavka tam poletno hiško, zato da njen obisk ne bi bil preveč očiten. Ko se spoznata na 
vlaku, je Juliet do njega zelo zadržana in ima občutek, da je nanj napravila zelo slab prvi vtis s 
poizvedovanjem po umrlem moškem, kot sem opisala že v razdelku pod krivdo z moškim na 
vlaku. Juliet je namreč zelo neizkušena, ko spozna Erica. Sram jo je celo, da bi jo Eric videl, da 
ji glava visi na stran, ko spi, in da se ji v kotičkih ust nabira slina. Eric jo izvleče (vsaj za 
trenutek) iz te krivde, ker jo privlači in na ta način njeno krivdo omili. Pogovarjatia se celo o 
njegovi bolni ženi, vendar Juliet opazi, da se je nikoli ne dotakne, kar se ji zdi logično, saj je 
poročen. Ko se poslavljata, jo začne božati po obrazu in poljubljati, njo pa je strah, da bi se 
dotaknil njenih intimnih predelov in izvedel, da je devica. On ji tega ne verjame, le posmehne 
se ji in na ta način se poslovita. Ko ga čaka doma v njegovi hiši, opazi, da je »starejši, obilnejši 
in boj vihrav« (Munro, Ubežnica 84) in čuti, da si jo prilašča. Juliet se že od prvega obiska 
zaveda prisotnosti Christe, Ericove ljubimke, s katero sicer splete prijateljstvo, vendar je med 
njima vedno prisotno nekakšno tiho rivalstvo. Juliet čez leta odkrije, da je Eric v času njene 
odsotnosti spal s svojo bivšo ljubimko, kar mu tudi besno očita, čeprav od njega ne dobi 
nikakršnega konkretnega odziva, Ericu ni povsem jasno, zakaj je Juliet tako prizadeta zaradi 
nepomembnega dogodka. Kljub temu da skušata zakrpati svoje razmerje, Juliet ves čas dvomi 
vanj in si njegovega varanja ne more izbiti iz glave. Eric se čez čas ponesreči med ribolovom 
in umre. Juliet še dolgo po njegovi smrti ne more dojeti, da je Eric zares umrl, njeno žalovanje 
pa ji še dodatno otežuje dejstvo, da njun prepir ni bil povsem zglajen, pri čemer je mogoče 
zaznati občutek krivde. Ta dogodek, tako kot v filmu, vpliva na odnos med Juliet in Penelope, 
čeprav v drugačni meri. Juliet je namreč po Xoanovi smrti bolj proaktivna in se ne zapre vase 
toliko kot v filmu, vendar se s težavami, kot sama ugotavlja, sooča na napačen način, saj 








ODNOS MED JULIETO IN LORENZOM V FILMU  
 
V filmu lik Lorenza, Julietinega partnerja v srednjih letih, spoznamo že na začetku, ko s Julieto 
pripravljata kovčke za odhod na Portugalsko, kamor se nameravata preseliti. Med njima je 
opaziti zrelo in globoko naklonjenost. Julieta Lorenza, Avinega brata, spozna, ko obišče Avo v 
bolnišnici. Lorenzo Julieti zagotavlja stabilnost in občutek varnosti, ki ju po Antíinem odhodu 
zelo potrebuje, čeprav Lorenzu svojo preteklost v zvezi z Antío in Xoanom zamolči. Julieta 
pred odhodom na Portugalsko na ulici sreča Beo, Antíino otroško prijateljico, s katero sta 
preživljali skupaj ogromno časa po Xoanovi smrti. To srečanje izjemno negativno vpliva na 
Julieto, saj se zaradi novic o hčerki zopet odloči brskati po svoji preteklosti, zaradi česar 
Lorenza popolnoma izključi iz svojega življenja in zavrne njegovo povabilo za selitev na 
Portugalsko. Lorenzo njenega obnašanja ne razume, vendar sluti, da ni brezpredmetno in da 
Julieto bremenijo stvari iz preteklosti. Skozi film spremljamo Lorenzovo tiho opazovanje 
Juliete po mestu, ki doseže vrhunec, ko se srečata v križišču, kjer Julieto zbije avtomobil. 
Lorenzo Julieto obiskuje v bolnišnici in se odpravi po stvari v njeno stanovanje, kjer najde tudi 
pisemski dnevnik, ki ga je Julieta začela pisati po srečanju z Beo. Dnevnika sicer ne prebere, 
vendar mu Julieta kljub temu zaupa, kaj se je zares zgodilo potem, ko ji v bolnišnico prinese 
pismo, ki je v času njene bolnišnične odsotnosti prispelo na njen naslov. V zadnjem prizoru 
filma spremljamo njuno vožnjo k Antíi. Lorenzo Julieti nudi podporo in jo pomirja.  
ODNOS MED JULIET IN LARRYJEM V KRATKIH ZGODBAH  
 
V "Tišini" je Larry le bežno omenjen (ni Christin brat, z njim se zaplete ob drugi priložnosti), 
Juliet ga spozna po Ericovi smrti. V nasprotju z Ericom ji je veliko bolj podoben: tudi sam 
poučuje grščino. Od nje želi zgolj prijateljstvo in dobro razpoloženje. Juliet ga opisuje kot 
aseksualnega, »zadržanega do vsakršnih osebnih razkritij in neskončno zabavnega« (Munro, 
Ubežnica 147).  
ODNOS MED JULIETO IN OČETOM V FILMU 
 
Razmerje med očetom in Julieto je v filmu prikazano bolj obrobno, vendar je mogoče zaznati, 
da se je Julieta v času svojega bivanja s Xoanom od svoje družine precej odtujila, saj ne sledi 
življenju svojih staršev. Ko ju obišče, vidi, da je oče zaradi mamine napredujoče Alzheimerjeve 
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bolezni najel privlačno in mlado hišno pomočnico, ki zelo slabo govori špansko. Oče se 
izgovarja, da mu bo pomagala na kmetiji, ki si jo je umislil potem, ko je pustil službo učitelja. 
Julieta takoj posumi, da se med njima nekaj plete, zaradi česar je do svojega očeta ves čas 
nezaupljiva. Zdi se ji okrutno, da je oče mamo izločil iz svojega življenja, in ga krivi, da zanjo 
ne skrbi tako, kot bi moral. Njeni sumi se potrdijo, ko vidi, da oče poljubi mlado gospodinjo, 
kar jo zelo prizadene. Iz nadaljnjih dogodkov lahko sklepamo, da se Julieta po smrti svoje mame 
od očeta distancira do te mere, da ga ne obišče. Ko jo oče pokliče po telefonu, ji pove, da bi rad 
videl svojo vnukinjo, Julieto pa povabi na obisk tudi zato, da bi spoznala svojega polbrata, ki 
ga ima skupaj s svojo nekdanjo hišno pomočnico. Julieta ga vljudno zavrne in mu ne pove, da 
z Antío nista v stikih, pri čemer je jasno, da je ta del preteklosti popolnoma pustila za seboj in 
se od očetovega življenja namerno oddaljila.  
 
ODNOS MED JULIET IN OČETOM V KRATKIH ZGODBAH  
 
V kratkih zgodbah je ta odnos bolj razdelan. Ko Juliet in Christa kupujeta darilo za Julietine 
starše, se Juliet ob sliki »nedolžne bele telice s posebej blagim in nežnim izrazom« in profilom 
»moškega zelenega obraza, ki ni niti mlad nit star« (Munro, Ubežnica 86) spomni na svoje 
starše. Njuno zvezo opisuje kot »nenavadno, a ne nesrečno izoliranost« (87). Ko Juliet odide k 
njima na obisk, opisuje, kako so se stvari spremenile, in izraža svojo nenaklonjenost njuni 
selitvi iz domačega kraja in očetovi odločitvi, da zapusti učiteljski poklic in postane 
kmetovalec. Svoj odnos z očetom Samom zelo zaznamuje, ko vidi, da z njim in mamo živi 
Irene, hišna pomočnica njenih let, ki jo Juliet zavestno zavrača od prvega trenutka. Iz Julietinih 
opažanj je razvidno, da meni, da je očetu Irene kljub svojemu neprivlačnemu videzu in nekoliko 
osornemu odnosu do Juliet všeč in da ga njena prisotnost zelo pomirja. Juliet do svojega očeta 
kljub temu ohranja spoštovanje, njegovo naklonjenost pa si na nek način skuša pridobiti celo s 
tem, da mu želi povedati da je Eric nekoč opravil splav na študentki, ko je študiral medicino, in 
da je v resnici zelo pameten in sposoben človek, čeprav se preživlja kot ribič, s čimer mu hoče 
dokazati, da je vreden njegove pozornosti. Juliet opaža, da sta starša prevzela bolj tradicionalne 
vzorce v času njenega odhoda, kar je razvidno predvsem v očetovem komentiranju dejstva, da 
je Penelope prevzela očetov priimek, kljub temu da nista poročena. Juliet je v času svojega 
obiska pri starših zelo nestrpna, saj je zelo obremenjena z očetovim obnašanjem in njegovo 
naklonjenostjo do Irene, ki očetu te naklonjenosti direktno ne vrača. Sam se povsem zaveda, da 
se bo Irene, ki je odraščala v težkih razmerah, poročila z drugim moškim, vendar ga to še vedno 
razburja, kar posledično sproža nelagodje tudi pri Juliet, ki svojega očeta stežka opazuje v 
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takšnem stanju, hkrati pa ne more doumeti mamine sprijaznjenosti z očetovo zaljubljenostjo in 
si želi da bi jo lahko zaščitila pred lastno vdanostjo v usodo s tem, da bi ji posvečala več 
pozornosti. Sam se čez leta poroči s kolegico učiteljico, s katero se preselita v novo hišo, saj 
hišo, kjer sta živela s Saro, podre.  
ODNOS MED AVO IN XOANOM V FILMU  
 
Iz konteksta je mogoče zaznati, da gre za izrazito seksualen odnos, čeprav ju nikoli ne vidimo 
skupaj. Ava je boemska kiparka in Xoanova dolgoletna ljubica in njegova prva misel, ko pri 
partnerki ne more zadovoljiti svojih (predvsem seksualnih) potreb. Z njegove strani ni zaznati 
globlje naklonjenosti, saj v prepiru z Julieto omeni, da jo je z Avo prevaral izključno zato, ker 
je pogrešal seks, medtem ko je pri Avi skozi film mogoče zaznati določeno mero občudovanja, 
predvsem preko kipcev golega moškega telesa, ki spominjajo na sceno, v kateri Xoan sedi ob 
postelji in opazuje golo Julieto, iz česar lahko sklepamo, da je do podobnih prizorov prihajalo 
tudi v njunem razmerju. Pomenljiva je tudi sama tetovaža, ki si jo Xoan naredi v času 
Julietinega odhoda, incialki AJ bi namreč lahko označevali tudi začetnici Avinega in Julietinega 
imena. Gledalci do Avinih čustev nimamo nikakršnega dostopa, vendar je kljub temu jasno, da 
igra stransko vlogo v razmerju med Xoanom in Julieto. Odnos med njo in Julieto je zelo ljubeč 
celo po tem, ko Julieta izve za Xoanovo nezvestobo.  
ODNOS MED CHRISTO IN ERICOM V KRATKIH ZGODBAH 
 
Podobno razmerje med ljubimcema je opisano tudi v kratkih zgodbah, kjer se med Christo in 
Juliet splete trdno prijateljstvo, ki ga uspeta ohraniti tudi po Ericovi smrti. Zelo zanimiva je 
Julietina primerjava njiju kot žensk, opiše ju kot Briseido in Criseido (v kratkih zgodbah je tudi 
sicer veliko navezav na samo grško mitologijo), pri čemer najbrž namiguje bolj na njuno 
zunanjost, po kateri se zelo razlikujeta. Briseida, ki je podobna Christi, je bila temnolasa, 
mršava in visokorasla ženska, medtem ko je Criseida opisana kot blondinka manjše rasti (Juliet 
je sicer opisana kot visoka). V obeh primerih gre za privlačni, a izrazito različni ženski.  
ODNOS MED HIŠNO POMOČNICO IN JULIETINIM OČETOM V FILMU 
 
Ta odnos je v filmu prikazan zelo obrobno in služi predvsem za ponazoritev odnosa med Julieto 
in njeno družino. Med hišno pomočnico in Samom je velika razlika v letih. Izbere si jo, ker je 
mlada in privlačna, hkrati pa tudi zato, ker je zelo ubogljiva in izpolnjuje vse, kar ji ukaže, tako 
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v gospodinjskem kot tudi v ljubezenskem smislu. V odnosu do Julietine mame Sare je precej 
tiha, zdi se, da predvsem skrbi za očeta, kar mu Julieta tudi očita.  
ODNOS MED HIŠNO POMOČNICO IN JULIETINIM OČETOM V KRATKIH 
ZGODBAH  
V "Tišini" ni zaznati, da bi bila naklonjenost med Irene in očetom obojestranska, zdi se, da 
Irene zasede vlogo rešiteljice, ki Sama potegne iz nezadovoljstva v odnosu, ki ga ima s svojo 
bolehno ženo Saro, ki je nezmožna zadovoljevati njegovo slo po življenju. Čeprav ima Irene za 
sabo težko preteklost, s katero Juliet ne zmore sočustvovati, in ni opisana kot izrazito simpatična 
ali privlačna, Sam preko nje znova zaživi, kar ugaja tudi njegovi ženi Sari, ki v Ireni tudi vidi 
rešiteljico njunega razmerja.  
 
19.  KULTURNE IN AVTORJEVE IMPLIKACIJE V ODNOSU MED MOŠKIM IN 
ŽENSKO, POLOŽAJEM ŽENSK IN SEKSUALNOSTJO 
Kot omenjam v prvem delu svoje magistrske naloge, je Almodóvarjevo filmsko pot precej 
zaznamovalo obdobje La Movide, ki je dandanes po svetu prepoznavno tudi zaradi njegovih 
filmov. To obdobje je prisotno tudi v prvem delu filma Julieta, predvsem v odnosu do moških 
in dojemanja seksualnosti. Španijo je v tem obdobju, ki je zavzemalo predvsem osemdeseta 
leta, zelo zaznamovala seksualna revolucija, ki je po padcu Francove diktature večjo veljavnost 
dobila predvsem v velikih mestih na čelu z Madridom. Leta 1978 so dekriminalizirali 
homoseksualnost, legalizirali prodajo kontracepcijskih tablet, razširila so se feministična 
gibanja, laičnost in uporaba drog. Ženske so se borile za izboljšavo svojega položaja v družbi 
predvsem s tem, da so želeli prekiniti z dotedanjim stereotipom ženske kot moške spremljevalke 
in se v družbi pozicionirati kot svobodne intelektualke s pravicami, ki jim pripadajo, med 
drugim tudi s pravico do dela do ločitve. Španija je bila do tedaj izjemno katoliška država, 
Francova diktatura pa je položaj žensk potisnila predvsem v vlogo gospodinje, ki skrbi za 
svojega moža in družino in je na ta položaj tudi izključno omejena. V obdobju Movide večje 
veljave niso dobile le ženske, pač pa tudi vsi tisti, ki so bili do tedaj zaradi svoje seksualne 
usmerjenosti ali osebnega izraza potisnjeni na rob družbe: homoseksualci, transeksualci in 
transvestiti. To gibanje je bilo precej izrazito tudi v umetnosti, v filmskem svetu pa se je kot 
predstavnik tega gibanja uveljavil predvsem Pedro Almodóvar, ki je največ v svojih zgodnjih 
filmih portretiral značilnosti tega obdobja, najbolj očitno v Pepi, Luci, Bom y otras chicas del 
montón (1980) in Labirintu strasti (1982). K upodabljanju tega obdobja se Almodóvar vrača 
tudi v svojih kasnejših filmih, nazadnje v svojem zadnjem, deloma avtobiografskem filmu 
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Bolečina in slava (2019), v katerem sta v povezavi z Movido izpostavljeni predvsem uporaba 
drog in svoboda homoseksualnega razmerja.  
V Julieti so kulturne implikacije tega obdobja vidne predvsem v scenah, kjer spoznamo mlado 
Julieto, ki je privlačna študentka in predavateljica klasične filologije. Za tisti čas je bila izrazita 
tudi drznost oblačenja žensk in prav takšna je tudi Julieta. Ima kratke blond lase, izrazit make 
up, kratko krilo in nosi vpadljive vzorce. Do svoje seksualnosti je zelo odprta, kar je razvidno 
predvsem v prizoru, ko ogovori Xoana. Skupaj opazujeta jelena, ki teče ob železniški progi, kar 
Julieta komentira kot jelenovo iskanje samice, potem pa se s Xoanom spogledata, med njima je 
zelo očitna privlačnost, ki se je ne sramujeta. Ko se po smrti moškega, ki stori samomor, 
znajdeta v istem vagonu, se poželjivo opazujeta, kasneje pa tudi seksata. Julieta do seksa z 
Ericom ni nikoli zadržana, njuno razmerje je zelo seksualno že od prvega trenutka, ko se srečata, 
in to se nadaljuje tudi kasneje, ko že živita skupaj. S Xoanom se nikoli ne poročita. Dejstvo, da 
živita v zunajzakonski zvezi, tudi nikjer ni eksplicitno kritizirano, niti s strani njenih staršev. 
Edina, ki se zoperstavlja tipu razmerja, ki se vzpostavi med Xoanom in Julieto, je Marian, ki 
predstavlja stare vrednote: ženske, ki skrbi za svojega moža in družino in je prepričana, da mora 
ženska, da ohrani svojega moža, nanj ves čas budno paziti, saj si drugače moški tolažbo poišče 
drugje. Julieta je glede svojih nazorov zelo svobodnjaška. Zelo je osredotočena na svoj študij 
in delo, svojo kariero zanemari samo za kratek čas, potem pa si želi k njej vrniti, kar je 
kritizirano s strani Marian. 
V centru filma so ženske s Julieto na čelu. Ženske so tiste, ki nosijo tegobe. Ne gre za to, da 
moški nimajo težav, vendar se z njimi drugače soočajo: od njih se distancirajo ali pobegnejo. 
Xoan to stori večkrat: najprej od svoje žene v komi, ko se zateka k Avi in ko na vlaku spozna 
Julieto, nadalje pa, ko odide na ribolov v neurju zatem, ko se z Julieto spreta, ker je uteho pri 
Avi iskal v časi Julietinega obiska pri njenih starših. Podobna situacija je prisotna pri njenem 
očetu. Ko njegova žena zboli, si poišče mlado gospodinjo, ki je hkrati tudi njegova ljubica, kar 
Julieto prizadane, najbrž tudi zato, ker v očetu prepozna Xoana. Ženska je tako predstavljena 
kot predmet poželenja, ko je mlada, lepa in zdrava, moški pa mora potrebo po taki ženski 
zadovoljiti, in če je ne najde doma, jo poišče drugje. To se zdi Mariani, predstavnici 
tradicionalnih vrednot, nekaj povsem naravnega, Julieto pa to obnašanje prizadene, saj si želi, 
bi s Xoanom lahko ohranjala odnos ne glede na to, ali ostane doma, postane gospodinja in skrbi 
za družino ter pri tem budno pazi na vsak njegov korak, ali se odloči za kariero, kot si je to 
vedno želela. Po mnenju Marian bi morala Julieta potrpeti in ostati doma, da se ne bi zgodilo 
to, kar se vedno zgodi. Ko jo Julieta vpraša, kaj je tisto, kar se vedno zgodi, jo Marian samo 
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prestreli s pogledom. Iz ostalega konteksta je razvidno, da Marian namiguje na to, da bo razdrl 
svojo družino, če bo skrbela za svojo kariero, saj je mesto ženske v hiši, s čimer se Julieta ne 
strinja. Julieta nikoli ne izve, kaj bi se zgodilo, če bi zopet začela poučevati, saj Xoan tragično 
umre prav po tem, ko se spreta zaradi Ave, krivda, da je prav ona povzročila njegovo smrt, pa 
jo žre vse življenje.  
Ženska moškemu ni povsem enakovredna tudi glede samih posledic, ki jih njene odločitve 
prinašajo. Ko se Julieta odloči, da se bo od moškega na vlaku odmaknila, je kaznovana tako, da 
ta moški stori samomor, in ko Xoana sooči z dejstvi (da jo je prevaral), ta izgubi življenje na 
odprtem morju, posledično ta smrt tudi načne njen odnos z Antío, ki jo kasneje zapusti. Tudi 
Ava, Xoanova dolgoletna ljubica in prijateljica, na koncu bije boj s težko boleznijo, kot bi 
morala plačati za svoj greh. Na koncu filma izvemo, da se je Antíi utopil eden izmed otrok in 
se je šele takrat zavedala, kakšno bolečino je morala njena mama prenašati, ko je sama odšla. 
Antía najprej trpi zaradi očetove smrti, potem pa še zaradi smrti sina. Po drugi strani moški za 
svoja dejanja niso kaznovani do te mere. Xoan se tolaži z Avo in Julieto, ko je njegova prva 
žena v komi, kasneje, ko njegova prevara Juliete pride na dan, pa takoj umre. Lahko bi rekli, da 
je kaznovan, vendar ni obsojen na vseživljenjsko trpljenje ali pa vsaj dolgotrajno trpljenje, kot 
je to pristotno pri vseh ženskih likih, ki nosijo težo te krivde skozi celotno življenje (Julieta, 
Ava in Antía). Tudi Julietin oče zaradi svojega prešuštva ni kaznovan, saj se po smrti Julietine 
mame poroči z isto žensko, s katero jo je prevaral in ima z njo tudi otroka.  
Iz že povedanega bi lahko sklepali, da Almodóvar žensko kaznuje vsakič, ko se odloči, da gre 
na svojo pot oziroma ugodi svojemu užitku, medtem ko je to pri moških odsotno. Ta neenakost 
med položajem moškega in ženske je bila v Španiji prisotna dolga leta, še posebej v času 
Francove diktature. Po drugi strani pa Almodóvar ženski daje neizmerno moč in kot sam pravi 
»ženska ne daje življenja, temveč je tudi tista, ki je močnejša za borbo, soočanje, trpljenje in 
uživanje tega, kar življenje prinaša. Samo naključje je močnejše od nje.«  
(»a mujer no solo da vida sino que es más fuerte para luchar, administrar, sufrir y gozar todo lo 
que la vida trae consigo. Solo el azar es más fuerte que ella« (Almodóvar v Pastor). 
 Ta pogled na žensko bi bolj kot samemu kulturnemu ozadju lahko pripisali Almodóvarjevemu 
lastnemu pogledu na žensko kot junakinjo in rešiteljico, ki se ji poklanja v večini svojih filmov. 
Julieta in Antía sta namreč na koncu dovolj močni, da sta si pripravljeni stopiti naproti in pustiti 
preteklost, ki ju je tako zaznamovala, za seboj in prav to dejstvo ju dela junakinji.  
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Če so kulturne implikacije pri Almodóvarju vezane tako na obdobje Movide kot vpliv 
tradicionalnih vrednot, povezanih s krščanstvom, pa je za Munro značilno tudi prevpraševanje 
religije svojih prednikov, ki jo uporablja predvsem za kritiko. Gre za t. i. prezbiterijanstvo, ki 
se je v svojih začetkih razvilo predvsem na Škotskem, od koder izhajajo tudi Munrojini 
predniki. Kot poudarja Pilar Somacarrera, je prezbiterijanska teologija, kot sta jo zasnovala 
John Calvin in John Know, pomemben del Munrojinega fiktivnega sveta, brez katerega ni 
mogoče popolnoma razumeti njenih zgodb. V svojem članku navaja intervju s Scottish 
Ancestorom, kjer Munro opiše svoje religiozno ozadje.  
I grew up in the United Church because that’s what the Presbyterians had gone into here [in Canada], but 
my background was fully Presbyterian, and I found that the Presbyterian Church in Canada doesn’t arrive 
from the . . . established Presbyterian church in Scotland. . . . It’s a radical fundamentalist wing which 
came out here. There was something called the Glasgow Mission and they sent their own preachers out 
to Canada in say the 1840s, 1850s and those preachers preached against the Presbyterian church as it was 
already established here because they figured it was not nasty enough (laughter). And they founded Knox 
College in Toronto, and so what took over here in Canada was really a kind of fundamentalist 
Presbyterianism, very narrow and tough. (Munro v Somacarrera) 
Kot pravi Walter Hesford, so protagonisti Munrojinih zgodb skeptični do tistih, ki se podvržejo 
verovanju, toda če so v svojem skepticizmu ti karakterji dogmatični, so v nevarnosti, da jih 
skupnost izobči, kar je po njegovem mnenju najbolj vidno v zgodbi "Kmalu", kje se Juliet sooči 
s protestantskim duhovnikom (Hesford). Juliet ni sposobna uvideti namena njegovega obiska, 
ki je prišel, da bi potolažil njeno bolno mater, upira se njegovemu poduhovljenemu pogledu na 
življenju, čeprav je povsem mogoče, da tega ne počne, ker bi bila trdno prepričana v svoje 
ateistično stališče, ampak bolj zaradi lastne negotovosti. Religija je močno povezana tudi s 
krivdo, ki jo Julieta čuti zaradi hčerkine oddaljitve in njenega posledičnega odhoda v duhovno 
središče, saj se čuti, da ji ni nudila duhovne zadovoljitve. 
V kratkih zgodbah je vpliv vere prisoten tudi v odnosu do seksualnosti. Kot navaja David 
Briggs, so protestanti, med njimi tudi prezbiterijanci, v zgodovini bili poznani kot moralisti 
oziroma čistuni.  
With no help from Hawthorne to Philip Roth, American Protestants have long had a reputation as straight-
laced moralists. One only has to read the love letters between colonist John Winthrop and his wife to 
realize ″the Puritans have got a bad rap with regard to being prudes,″ said the Rev. James Smylie of the 
Journal of Presbyterian History. (Briggs) 
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Briggs razpravlja tudi o tem, da seks za pripadnike te religije sam po sebi seveda ni greh, kljub 
temu pa se je (predvsem v preteklosti in med pripadniki bolj konservativnih krogov) večinoma 
dogajal v okviru zakona, tako kot v katoliški veri, prav tako pa je tudi ta vera povezana s 
preganjanjem homoseksualnosti, prešuštništva in seksa zunaj zakonske zveze, čeprav se ta 
negativen odnos do naštetega z leti spreminja v bolj liberalnega.  
Vpliv te vere je v povezavi s seksualnostjo in dojemanjem razmerja med moškim in žensko pri 
Juliet viden predvsem v tem, da je Juliet, sicer opisana kot intelektualka in dekle privlačnega 
videza, zelo obremenjena s svojo seksualnostjo in dojemanjem le-te. Ko se z Ericom srečata na 
vlaku, se boji, da bi si Eric želel več kot zgolj poljub, saj je devica. Poleg tega jo je sram, ko 
gre na stranišče, ker si mora zamenjati vložek in ne more splakniti vode v školjki, kjer se nabere 
kri. Z moškimi ima, dokler prvič ne spi z Ericom, seksualne izkušnje le v domišljiji, njeni stiki 
z moškimi so omejeni. Čeprav se dojema kot ateistko, jo ti družbeni vzorci v resnici zelo 
obremenjujejo, kar se kaže tudi pri prevpraševanju vprašanja zunajzakonske zveze, na kar jo 
opozori predvsem protestantski duhovnik, ki pride na obisk k njeni mami. Tudi njeni starši so 
zaznamovani s tradicionalnimi vzorci, čeprav jih Juliet obravnava kot liberalna posameznika, 
kar se kaže tudi v tem, da se Julietinemu očetu zdi prav, da Penelope kljub zunajzakonski zvezi 
prevzame očetov priimek. Zdi se, da je Juliet v primerjavi z Almodóvarjevo protagonistko 
Julieto bolj zaznamovana z religioznim okoljem, saj se Almodóvar tem implikacijam skoraj 
izogne. 
Fokusi kratkih zgodb so prav tako ženske s protagonistko Juliet na čelu. Ženske so tiste, ki 
nosijo tegobe, ne gre za to, da moški nimajo težav, vendar se z njimi drugače soočajo: od njih 
se distancirajo ali pobegnejo. Eric to stori večkrat: najprej zapusti prvo ženo, s katero ima 
otroka, potem svojo drugo ženo, ki je v komi, prevara z Juliet in Christo in čez čas prevara tudi 
Juliet s Christo. Podobna situacija je prisotna pri njenem očetu. Ko njegova žena zboli, si poišče 
mlado gospodinjo, ki je hkrati tudi objekt njegovega poželenja, čeprav je to bolj prikrito kot v 
filmu, kjer vidimo celo prizor, v katerem se gospodinja in oče na skrivaj poljubita. Ženska je 
tako predstavljena kot predmet poželenja, ko je mlada, lepa in zdrava, moški pa mora potrebo 
po taki ženski zadovoljiti, in če je ne najde doma, jo poišče drugje. Po drugi strani Irene ni 
tipična lepotica, Juliet celo omeni, da ima mačje dlake. V zgodbah je poudarek bolj na tem, da 
je Irene rešitev za oba: tako za Saro kot za očeta.  
V zgodbah je predstavnica tega tradicionalnega, ki takšno obnašanje moških dojema kot nekaj 
normalnega, Ailo, Juliet pa se po eni strani upira tem tradicionalnim vzorcem, kot lahko 
sklepamo tudi iz njenega pogovora s protestantskim duhovnikom, po drugi strani pa jo vsi ti 
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družbeni vzorci skozi življenje zelo obremenjujo, to je vidno tudi, ko se pogovarja z mamo in 
reče, da živita z Ericom v grehu, s čimer samo sebe preseneti.  
Ženska, tako kot v filmu, moškemu ni povsem enakovredna glede samih posledic, ki jih njene 
odločitve prinašajo. Ko se Juliet odloči, da se bo od moškega na vlaku odmaknila, je kaznovana 
tako, da ta moški stori samomor, in ko Erica sooči z dejstvi (da jo je prevaral), ta izgubi življenje 
na odprtem morju, posledično ta smrt tudi načne njen odnos s Penelope, ki jo kasneje zapusti. 
Tudi Christa, Ericova dolgoletna ljubica in prijateljica, na koncu bije boj s težko boleznijo, kot 
bi morala plačati za svoj greh. Za razliko od filma v kratkih zgodbah ne izvemo za Penelopino 
kazen, saj si lahko njeno življenje z družino po odhodu od mame zgolj predstavljamo. V tem 
smislu se je Almodóvar precej odmaknil od originala, saj je dopustil, da je prišlo do nekakšne 
sprave med mamo in hčerko, do tega, da se je lahko Antía vživela v materino trpljenje, ko je 
tudi sama njeno bolečino izkusila preko svojega otroka in bila kaznovana za lastno dejanje. Po 
drugi strani moški za svoja dejanja niso kaznovani niti v kratkih zgodbah. Eric sicer izgubi 
življenje, vendar je prikrajšan za trpljenje oziroma je to trpljenje zelo kratkotrajno in prisotno 
do te mere, kot je to vidno pri vseh ženskih likih v zgodbi, ki nosijo to težo krivde skozi celotno 
življenje (za Penelope to ni čisto jasno, ker v zgodbah nima svojega osebnega glasu). Tudi 
Julietin oče zaradi svoje misli na prešuštvo ni kaznovan, saj se po smrti Julietine mame poroči 
z drugo žensko in ima z njo tudi otroka.  
Iz že povedanega bi lahko sklepali, da usoda v Munrojinem svetu kaznuje samo ženske, in to 
vedno, kot se odločijo, da bodo sledile svojemu osebnemu cilju ali zgolj ugodile svojemu 
užitku. Po drugi strani Munro, tako kot Almodóvar, ženski sicer nalaga veliko breme, a ga je ta 
zmožna nositi, kar jo, tako kot v filmu, dela junakinjo.  
20.  FILMSKA IN LITERARNA PREDSTAVITEV ODNOSA MED MOŠKIM IN 
ŽENSKO, POLOŽAJA ŽENSK IN SEKSUALNOSTI 
V oziru seksualnosti in odnosa med moškim in žensko je pri adaptaciji razmerje med filmom 
in literaturo odigralo manjšo vlogo kot kulturne implikacije. Almodóvar upodablja golo telo in 
ga tudi estetizira, kot je to vidno v primeru kipcev, ki jih izdeluje Ava. Intimne scene so posnete 
od blizu (ko se Xoan in Julieta ljubita), čeprav nikoli niso zelo eksplicitne, kot smo vajeni pri 
nekaterih drugih sodobnih režiserjih, npr. Gasparju Noeu. Pri Almodóvarju je seks vedno 
estetiziran, celo v primeru, ko gre za posilstvo, kot v primeru filma Govori z njo, kjer se pred 
gledalcem odvije film v filmu. V filmu slišimo Benignov glas, ko svoji pacientki Aliciji, s 
katero je obseden, opisuje film, ki ga gledamo na ekranu in v katerem nastopata moški in 
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ženska. Moško telo se skrči do te mere, da je sposoben zlesti v njeno vagino. Kot navaja British 
Board of Film Classification, gre za sceno, ki je namensko absurdna in komična, a hkrati 
ponazarja idejo moške penetracije brez konsenza. Na ta način se Almodóvar izogne občutljivi 
uprizoritvi prizorov posilstva.  
Munro nam sicer ponuja natančne opise Julietinih nazorov glede odnosa med moškim in 
žensko, saj preko personalnega pripovedovalca pridobimo vpogled v Julietino razmišljanje, 
vendar umanjkajo opisi seksa, Munro ni nazorna v tem smislu, kar je mogoče povezati 
predvsem s kulturno implikacijo.  
21.  KRAJ DOGAJANJA 
Film Julieta se v celoti odvija v Španiji, v nasprotju z večino Almodóvarjevih filmov, ki se 
pretežno odvijajo v Madridu, pa je kraj dogajanja precej razgiban preko celotnega filma. Del 
filma, ki prikazuje Julietino življenje s Xoanom, se odvija v majhni ribiški vasici, imenovani 
Redes v Galiciji, galicijska pokrajina pa je prisotna tudi obakrat, ko se Julieta odpravi po Antío. 
Del filma, ki zajame Julietino življenje po Xoanovi smrti, se dogaja v Madridu. Življenje v 
Madridu tokrat ni pogojeno s srečnimi trenutki, saj se Julieta tja preseli po Xoanovi smrti, 
medtem ko je življenju v Galiciji pogojeno z izjemno srečnimi, a tudi tragičnimi dogodki 
(Xoanova smrt), od katerih se Julieta hoče distancirati, zato tudi spremeni bivališče po Xoanovi 
smrti in pusti Antíi, da proda hišo. Življenje na vasi je idilično prikazano v smislu narave: ko 
Julieta prvič pride na obisk k Xoanu, vidimo njeno osuplost, ki jo komentira tudi Marian, nad 
razburkanim morjem, ki ga lahko opazuje skozi veliko kuhinjsko okno. To okno je pogled v 
Xoanov svet, Julieta se tja postavi tudi, ko se spreta in ga čaka doma, da bi se vrnil zribolova. 
Življenje na vasi je po eni strani idilično, ker je zelo umirjeno in obdano z lepim okoljem, hkrati 
pa tudi malce bolj konzervativno in s tem obremenjujoče za vsakogar, ki si upa misliti ali 
obnašati drugače kot večina, predstavnica tega načina življenja in razmišljanja je Marian. V 
Madridu se lahko Julieta skrije med ostale ljudi. Ko hodi po ulici, nihče ne opazi njenega 
otopelega obraza, prav tako ne, ko se useda na klopco polega košarkarskega igrišča in opazuje 
Antío in Beo, kako igrata košarko. Življenje na vasi je prikazano tudi v scenah, ko je Julieta na 
obisku pri svojih starših.  
Tudi pri Munro je kraj dogajanja precej razgiban. Juliet odrašča v majhnem kraju blizu Toronta. 
V zgodbi "Priložnost" je predstavljena šola, kjer Juliet dela in je situirana v centru Vancouvra, 
velikega mesta, kamor se Juliet vrne po Penelopnem odhodu. Whale Bay, kjer živi Eric, in 
celotno območje, ki ga obdaja, je popolno nasprotje Vancouvra, kar Juliet tudi opiše.  
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Kraji, kjer se avtobus ustavi, sploh niso urejeni kraji. Tu in tam je nekaj hiš ponavljajočega videza – nekakšno 
podjetje – zgrajenih tesno skupaj, a večinoma so hiše take kot tiste v gozdu, vsaka na svojem širokem natrpanem 
dvorišču, kot bi bile zgolj po naključju zgrajene v vidni razdalji. Nobenih asfaltiranih ulic, razen avtoceste, ki pelje 
mimo, nobenih pločnikov. Nobenih velikih masivnih zgradb, v kateri bi bili poštni uradi ali občinske pisarne, 
nobenih okrašenih skupkov trgovin, zgrajenih tako, da jih ljudje opazijo. Nobenih vojnih spomenikov, vodnjakov 
s pitno vodo, majhnih cvetočih parkov. Včasih kak hotel, ki je videti tako, kot da je zgolj pivnica. Včasih moderna 
šola ali bolnišnica – dostojna, vendar nizka in preprosta kot lopa. (Munro, Ubežnica 52) 
Kot jo opozori Ailo, je Whale Bay kraj, kjer vsi živijo tako, da poznajo situacijo drugih ljudi, 
pri čemer je kontrast med svobodo posameznika, da je lahko to, kar hoče, v velikem mestu, in 
med njegovo omejenostjo v majhnem še posebej izrazita. Manjši kraji, ki so bolj povezani z 
naravo, so prisotni tudi v povezavi s Penelope. Tako je npr. v kratkih zgodbah opisana plovba 
iz Buckley Baxa do otoka Denman, prav tako pa je omenjeno gorovje Kootenay v Britanski 
Kolumbiji, kjer Penelope tabori, ko je majhna. Po srečanju s Penelopno prijateljico Juliet izve, 
da Penelope živi v Edmontonu, kar se ji zdi nesprejemljivo in se nad to izbiro celo cinično 
zmrduje. »Kaj je še tam, kar bi lahko opisali kot dokaj civilizirano?« (Munro, Ubežnica 149)  
Munro mesto povezuje z osamljenostjo, kariero in osebnimi izpolnitvami, svobodo po 
ohranjanju lastne identitete, medtem ko so manjši kraji prikazani kot kraj, kjer se ustvari 
družina, kraji, kjer se ljudje med sabo dobro poznajo in od koder ni mogoče uteči izpred oči 
drugih. Narava služi kot umik, predvsem v povezavi z odhodom Penelope. Podobno nasprotje 
med mestom in manjšimi kraji je prisotno tudi pri Almodóvarju. Almodóvar in Munro sta v 
svoji delih opisala oziroma upodobila kraje, ki jih dobro poznata. S tem sta svoji zgodbi 
približala domačemu občinstvu, po drugi strani pa v obeh primerih bralčevo oziroma gledalčevo 
nepoznavanje kraja dogajanja v filmu oziroma kratkih zgodbah ni odločilno za dojemanje 
samega kontrasta med življenjem v mestu in življenjem na vasi ter za povezovanje občutij 










22.  ZAKLJUČEK: KAJ IMA VEČJO VLOGO V ADAPTACIJI? KULTURNE IN 
OSEBNE IMPLIKACIJE ALI RAZLIKA MED FILMOM IN LITERATURO?  
Do morebitnih sprememb v odnosih in temah, ki jih odpirajo kratke zgodbe Alice Munro in 
Almodóvarjev film Julieta in na katere se osredotočam v svoji magistrski nalogi, prihaja tako 
zaradi kulturnih implikacij kot tudi zaradi samega razmerja med literaturo in filmom kot 
izraznima sredstvoma avtorjev. Izvzemajoč avtorjevo lastno odločitev za spremembe v 
adaptaciji, ki jo je težko objektivno komentirati, večjo težo zaseda razmerje med filmom in 
literaturo glede vprašanja krivde, ki ga odpirata obe deli, saj je vprašanje krivde težko povezati 
s samo kulturo predvsem zaradi razsežnosti in večpomenskosti le-te pa tudi zaradi same narave 
raziskovanja te povezave do zdaj. Almodóvar je izrabil večji spekter možnosti, ki mu jih ponuja 
film za predstavitev tega občutja, medtem ko je pri Munro ta občutek krivde sicer prisoten, a ni 
v ospredju. Kulturno ozadje avtorjev je bolj prisotno v predstavitvi položaja žensk in 
seksualnosti, kjer izhajata iz svojega lastnega okolja, pri Almodóvarju je tako čutiti vpliv La 
Movide, ki je zelo zaznamovala njegovo delo nasploh, in tradicionalne vzorce katoliškega 
okolja, ki pa so v tem filmu, tudi kar se tiče same simbolike bolj obrobni in težje razpoznavni. 
Motiv protestantske religije je pri Munro veliko bolj očiten, saj se v zgodbah pojavlja večkrat 
in je tesno povezan tudi s samim dojemanjem seksualnosti, vprašanjem partnerstva in poroke. 
Kraj dogajanja, ki je povezan tudi s predstavitvijo dveh plati življenja glavne junakinje, je pri 
obeh avtorjih tesno povezan z okoljem, v katerem živita in ga dobro poznata, kulturne 
implikacije so tu bolj izrazite za tiste bralce oziroma gledalce, ki prihajajo iz španskega in 
kanadskega okolja, po drugi strani pa ostajata oba v svojih opisih oziroma predstavitvi nevtralna 
v tem smislu, da bralec oziroma gledalec, ki sta mu kulturi tuji, ne ostane prikrajšan za samo 
tematsko razmerje med kraji dogajanja, ki se pojavijo v filmu in v literaturi.  
Almodóvar v svoji adaptaciji ohranja glavno nit Munrojinih kratkih zgodb, a jo spremeni do te 
mere, da nosi film veliko njegovih prepoznavnih značilnosti, med drugim barvito estetiko z 
izstopajočo rdečo barvo, glasbene vložke Alberta Iglesiasa in Chavele Vargas ter estetizacijo 
ženskega in moškega telesa. Adaptacija se od originala najbolj umika v obravnavi Julietinega 
karakterja, predvsem kar se tiče njenega odnosa do religije in vzgoje, ki jo zaznamujeta v 
kratkih zgodbah, in njenega odnosa do moških ter seksualnosti. Prav tako je v adaptaciji večji 
poudarek na sami krivdi, ki, v nasprotju s kratkimi zgodbami, kjer je ta občutek manj 





»Film ni niti približno tako dober kot originalno delo, kar ostani pri knjigi,« je pogosto 
dobronameren nasvet prijatelja ali uveljavljenega kritika nekomu, ki ga privabi adaptacija, 
namesto (ali preden) bi se seznanil z originalnim delom. V določenih krogih, še posebej 
literarnih, je ta pristop obravnavan skoraj kot greh. Ker gre pri večini adaptacij za filme, ki so 
utemeljeni na knjigah, veliko ljudi verjame, da ne morejo doseči istega nivoja kreativnosti in 
da pogosto uničijo efekt originalnega dela. Ta popularni pristop v kontekstu obravnavanja 
adaptacij pozablja upoštevati druge faktorje, ki so obravnavani v tej magistrski nalogi in ki 
vplivajo na prenos originala v adaptacijo in so ključni za samostojno razumevanje obeh del.  
Osrednja tema te magistrske naloge je analiza adaptacije treh kratkih zgodb Alice Munro iz 
zbirke Ubežnica ("Priložnost", "Tišina" in "Kmalu") v filmu Pedra Almodóvarja Julieta (2016). 
Almodóvar in Munro sta svetovno uveljavljena avtorja: Almodóvar je najbolj poznan španski 
režiser, medtem ko je Munro najbolj prepoznavna kanadska avtorica kratkih zgodb. Sama 
analiza originalnih del in adaptacije je obravnavana v drugem delu, ker se najprej osredotočam 
na to, kar je ključno za samo analizo adaptacije, in sicer na njeno literarno, kinematografsko in 
kulturno ozadje. Obstajata dva poglavitna razloga za alteracije v adaptaciji. Prvi razlog je samo 
razmerje med filmom in literaturo, drugi pa Munrojino in Almodóvarjevo stališče, njuni 
umetniški perspektivi, ki sta ju razvila skozi kariero, in najpogostejše teme, ki jih v svojih delih 
obravnavata in med drugim vključujejo obravnavo pozicije žensk v družbi, feminizma, odnosa 
med mamo in hčerko, krivde in seksualnosti. Poleg tega je pomembno upoštevati tudi španske 
in kanadske implikacije njunih del.  
Na prvi pogled Munro in Almodóvar nimata veliko skupnega razen strasti do umetnosti, ki se 
odraža v njunem filmskem in literarnem ustvarjanju. Državi, od koder izvirata, sta historično, 
geografsko, lingvistično in kulturološko zelo različni in nimata veliko umetniških povezav. 
Almodóvar je najbolj poznan po svojem ekstravagantnem pristopu do svojih protagonistov, 
njihovih oblek, govora in obnašanja, saj celo najbolj povprečne osebe (kot npr. gospodinje, ki 
jih upodablja) odstopajo od običajnega, s čimer si je veliko njegovih filmov prislužilo oznako 
melodrame. Poznan je po uprizarjanju ekstremnih emocij v barvah. Rdeča barva nosi poseben 
pomen v njegovih filmih, saj ne uprizarja zgolj strasti, temveč tudi druge emocije in stanja, kot 
so krivda, izdajstvo ali smrt. Munro je po drugi strani najbolj prepoznavna po upodobitvi 
običajnega življenja svojih literarnih oseb s podrobnimi opisi njihovega notranjega sveta. V 
nasprotju z Almodóvarjem se ne osredotoča samo na najbolj turbulentne faze življenja svojih 
literarnih oseb, pač pa piše o vsakodnevnih dogodkih, ki vplivajo na protagoniste in jih 
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preizkušajo tako na kratek kot na dolgi rok. Tako npr. v zgodbi "Peripetije" Robin, mlado dekle 
iz majhnega kanadskega mesta v Ontariju, živi dolgočasno življenje in nikoli še ni imela fanta. 
Večino svojega časa preživi v skrbi za starejšo invalidno sestro in dela kot medicinska sestra. 
Vse se spremeni, ko po gledališki predstavi, ki se je udeleži v bližnjem mestu, njeno pozornost 
ukrade Danilo, privlačni tujec. Dogovorita se, da se bosta čez leto dni srečala na istem mestu in 
si ne izmenjata številk. Po prvem srečanju začne Robin vsakodnevno sanjariti o njem in se celo 
temeljito pouči o Črni gori, njegovi domovini, kar njeno pusto vsakodnevno življenje 
popolnoma spremeni.  
Njeno potrebo, da tako raziskuje, je bilo težko pojasniti, in ni je skušala pojasniti (čeprav je bila njena 
prisotnost v knjižnici seveda opažena, tako kot njena zatopljenost). Kar je najbrž skušala narediti – in kar 
ji je vsaj delno uspelo -, je bilo to, da je umestila Danila v nek resničen prostor in resnično preteklost, da 
je verjela, da so imena, ki se jih je učila, njemu gotovo znana, zgodovina, o kateri je brala, je gotovo bila 
to, kar se je ona učil v šoli, nekatere izmed teh krajev je gotovo obiskal kot otrok ali kot mladenič. (Munro, 
Ubežnica 242) 
Ko čez leto dni obišče trgovino, ki jo ima v lasti in ki je v bližini kraja, kjer sta se srečala, je 
poklapana, saj jo popolnoma ignorira in zapre vrata pred njenim nosom. Po mnogih letih Robin 
dobi bolnika in izve, da gre za Danilovega brata dvojčka. Zave se, da je napačno sklepala in da 
je bil pravzaprav Danilov gluhi brat tisti, ki jo je ignoriral, in ne moški, o katerem je sanjarila. 
Njeno razmerje z Danilom ima tako vpliv na Robinino življenje takoj po njunem srečanju kot 
tudi na dolgi rok.  
Kljub razlikam si avtorja delita mnogo zanimanj, ki jih izražata v svojih delih in med katerimi 
je najbolj izstopajoč njun fokus na ženske. Oba v svojih delih uporabljata avtobiografske 
reference in elemente, od katerih si jih veliko tudi delita, še posebej kar se tiče njunega 
zgodnjega življenja in kariere. Poleg tega je v njunih delih zelo prisotno kanadsko in špansko 
ozadje, ne samo v krajih dogajanja, ki jih postavljata v svoja okolja in jih oba uprizarjata, pač 
pa tudi v opisih lokalcev in njihovega tipičnega obnašanja. Ta magistrska naloga se osredotoča 
na to, kar Munro in Almodóvarja druži, hkrati pa priznava in obravnava tudi njune razlike. 
Prvi del svoje magistrske naloge posvečam primerjavi med filmom in literaturo in primerjavi 
Munrojinega in Almodóvarjevega dela, zasebnega življenja (samo glede tega, kako je to 
vplivalo na njuno delo), njune stične točke kot dveh avtorjev in kako se lotevata pogostih tem 
v svojih delih. Na ta način vzpostavljam osnovo za svojo konkretno analizo adaptacije, v kateri 
iščem glavni razlog za spremembe v dotičnem primeru, ki je lahko posledica razlik med filmom 
in literaturo kot dveh umetniških izrazov, ki sta tesno povezana, a imata vsak svoje prepoznavne 
značilnosti, ali rezultat avtorjevih perspektiv in njunega kulturnega ozadja.  
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V drugem delu primerjam originalne zgodbe z adaptacijo v povezavi z interpretacijo razmerja 
med mamo in hčerko, krivdo, seksualnostjo in religijo, ki jih odpirajo tako originalna dela kot 
tudi adaptacija. Čeprav so te teme pogosto obravnavane kot univerzalne, opozarjam na določene 
težave (ki izhajajo iz avtorjeve kulture in umetniškega ozadja), ki se lahko pojavijo, če 
predstavimo določeno temo kot univerzalno, s tem da podajam konkretne primere iz adaptacije 
in kratkih zgodb v originalu.  
Moj cilj je, da adaptacijo obravnavam kot enakovredno, zato o njej ne razglabljam samo v 
smislu zvestobe originalnim zgodbam. V svoji obravnavi nočem dokazati, da je eno ali drugo 
delo boljše, saj bi v tem primeru šlo za popolnoma subjektivno analizo, temveč predstaviti 
originalna dela in adaptacijo kot odmev Almodóvarjevega in Munrojinega sveta z namenom 
boljšega razumevanja kompleksnega razmerja med deli, ki so navidezno zgrajena na isti osnovi.  
24. SUMMARY 
“The movie is not nearly as good as the original, you should stick with the book” is a common, 
often well-intentioned bit of advice from a friend or a respected critic to the one who is tempted 
to skip straight to the adaptation instead of (or before) becoming familiar with the original. In 
some circles, especially literary ones, this approach is almost thought to be a sin. As most 
adaptations are movies which have borrowed material from books, many people believe that 
they cannot reach the same level of creativity and that they tend to ruin the effect of the original. 
Nonetheless, this popular approach when discussing adaptations fails to acknowledge other 
important factors discussed in the thesis that influence the shift from the original to the 
adaptation and are crucial for understanding both pieces of work on their own. 
The main focus of my master’s thesis is the adaptation analysis of Pedro Almodóvar’s movie 
Julieta (2016) and three stories from Alice Munro’s collection Runaway (2004): “Chance,” 
“Soon,” and “Silence.” Almodóvar and Munro are famous worldwide: Almódovar is the best-
known contemporary Spanish film-maker while Munro is Canada’s most widely recognized 
contemporary short story writer. The analysis comes in the second part as I wanted to first focus 
on what is crucial for the adaptation analysis, which is to discuss it in terms of literary, cinematic 
and cultural background. There are two primary reasons for the alternations that occur in the 
adaptation. The first is the relationship between cinema and literature and the second one 
Munro’s and Almodóvar’s point of view, their own artistic perspective that they developed 
through their careers and the most common themes they discuss. These themes include: 
women’s position in society, feminism, mother-daughter relationship, guilt, sexuality and 
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religion, among others. Besides, it is important to acknowledge Spanish and Canadian cultural 
implications of their work.  
At first glance Munro and Almodóvar do not have much in common, apart from the passion for 
art that manifests itself in their film-making and writing. They come from historically, 
geographically, linguistically and culturally very different countries that do not share many 
artistic connections. Almodóvar is well-known for his extravagant approach in terms of his 
characters’ clothes, speech and behaviour as even the most average personalities (such as 
housewives) he portrays often abandon the ordinary and his movies are often treated as 
melodramas. He is famous for depicting extreme emotions in colours; “red” carries a special 
meaning in each of his movies, not symbolizing just passion but also other emotions and states 
of being such as guilt, betrayal or death. Munro on the other hand is most recognized for 
portraying the ordinary life of her characters with detailed descriptions of their inner world. 
Unlike Almodóvar, she does not only focus on the characters’ most turbulent phases of life but 
writes about everyday events that affect and challenge the protagonists both in the short as well 
as in the long run. For example, in the short story “Tricks,” Robin, a young girl from a small 
Canadian town in Ontario, has a boring personal life and has never had a boyfriend. Most of 
her time is taken up by nursing her elder invalid sister and working as a nurse. Everything 
changes when the attractive foreigner Danilo catches her eye after she attends a play in the city 
nearby. They agree to meet a year later at the same place and they do not exchange numbers. 
After their first meeting, Robin starts fantasizing about him on a daily basis and even learns 
everything about Montenegro, his home country, thereby changing her dull everyday life 
completely:  
Her need to follow this investigation was hard to explain, and she did not try to explain it (though of 
course her presence in the library was noted, and her absorption). What she must have been trying to do 
–and what she at least half succeeded in doing–was to settle Danilo into some real place and real past, to 
think that these names she was learning must have been known to him, this history must have been what 
he learned in school, some of these places must have been visited by him as a child or a young man. 
(Munro, Runaway 254) 
When one year later she goes to the shop that he owns, she is devasted when he ignores her and 
shuts the door in front of her. After many years Robin gets a patient and she learns that he is 
Danilo’s twin brother. She realizes that she made the wrong assumption and it was Danilo’s 
deaf twin who ignored her and not the man who she has always dreamt about. Therefore, her 
relationship with Danilo affects Robin’s life soon after their meeting as well as in the long run.  
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In spite of their differences, the two authors share many interests that they express in their work 
among which their focus on women is probably the most prominent one. They both use 
autobiographical references and elements in their work, many of which they have in common, 
especially in terms of their early life and career. Besides, the Canadian and Spanish background 
is very present in their work, not only in local settings that they both depict but also in their 
descriptions of local people and their characteristic behaviour. This thesis focuses on what 
Munro and Almodóvar share, while acknowledging and discussing what separates them. 
I dedicate the first part of the thesis to the comparison between cinema and literature and the 
comparison between Munro and Almodóvar in terms of their work, personal life (just in the 
aspects of how it affected their work), what they have in common as authors and how they 
approach the common themes in their work. In this way I establish the basis for my concrete 
adaptation analysis in which I look for the key reason for changes in this particular case: the 
difference between cinema and literature as two art forms that are closely connected, but have 
their own distinctive characteristics, or the authors’ perspective with their cultural backgrounds.  
In the second part I compare the original stories with the adaptation in terms of themes that they 
take into account – such as mother-daughter relationship, guilt, sexuality and religion. Even 
though these themes are often considered universal, I will point out some issues (originating in 
the author’s culture and their artistic background) that might occur if we present a particular 
theme as universal by giving practical examples from the adaptation and the original stories.  
My goal is to give the same credit to the adaptation by not discussing it just in terms of 
faithfulness to the original stories. Therefore, I do not want to prove that one or the other is 
better, which would be a completely subjective analysis, but to present both works as an echo 
of Almodóvar and Munro’s world in order to better understand the complex relationship 
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